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0anadian $ 
6oing Down 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  
The Canadian dollar closed 
below the 87 U.S. cent level 
on New York money 
markets Wednesday for the 
first time since April, as 
traders attributed the 
decline to general 
weakness in the currency. 
The dollar closed at 86.93 
U.S. cents on the inter-bank 
wholesale market, down 17- 
100 from Tuesday's closing 
quote of 87.10 cents. 
One trader said com- 
mercial demand for U.S. 
dollars helped pull the 
Canadian dollar down. He 
also cited a continuing lack 
of confidence in the 
Canadian economy'among 
currency investors. 
The dollar last reached 
86.93 cents--its lowest point 
in 45 years--on April 13. At 
one point Wednesday i t  
dipped to 86.85 cents. 
Pastor Frank Johnson 
Pastor Frank Johnson of congregation i  Terrace "for Funds collected uringthe 
the 7th. Day Adventist over 20 years, with a present September d ive for mission 
Church in Terrace was in to membership around one work will be used for self 
visit the HERALD office hundred., help education, projects in 
Lz.~..paratorytoemharkingon A~,.i.lliDllg missl~0~ary~ underdeveloped, countries,. 
...... ~tib ~::,-Annual. Ingathering =?churcl~, tl~-Adventisl~wor-k; :diansteri?ri~li~,~7 coiilliiUnity~.! 
Appeal of his church. The in 192 countries recognized aid, health and education 
door to door canvass will he. by the United Nations. For and spreading the Gospel. 
eondncied from September years they operated a 
10 to 22. ' . mission boat - the Northern Less than seven per cent of 
• Light - on  the B.C. west all funds collected go to 
The Adventists have had a coast, administration. 
By Donna Vallleres 
Opening 0f the new Skeena 
Shopping Mall in Terrace 
slated for November 5 could 
be delayed if striking Pacific 
Northern Gas Workers 
refuse to allow natural gas 
installations to the building. 
A spokesman for the PNG 
union, the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers, (IBEW) are 
threatening to "escalate 
actions" against the corn- 
pony if a Labour Relations 
Board decision goes in the 
union's favour. 
• .The Child Mindinl 
Centre which has been 
closed for the month of 
August will be reopening 
with an open house on 
Friday, September l from 
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at their 
new location at 4542 Park 
Avenue. 
.The centre will be taking 
ch i ld ren  beginning 
Tuesday, September 5.
.Children up to the age oi 
six can come to the centre 
for n maximum el three 
hours, twice a week for a 
fee of $1.50 per hour, or 
12.50 per family. 
..Parent are welcome to 
the open ~house to say[ 
gondbyeJ.o the former staff|. 
and to: greet he new staff |  
and tour the new centre.[' 
..Refreshments will be[ 
served. I 
..For more infnrmatton,| 
~.all 638-8211. ~ [ 
6as Strike 0ould Delay 
Opening of Skeena Mall 
old strike, issues." construction would be 
IBEW workers withdrew The union is claiming that delayed~ if construction 
their pickets from the Pacific Northern Gas is unions heneured the IBEW 
The labour board is ex-~ 
potted to make. a formal 
ruling as to what sites the 
mEW can picket and also to 
make aiiother attempt at, 
mediating the .three,month 
Grizzly Valley Pipeline 
facilities built by Westeaast 
Transmission two weeks ago 
ddending the labour beard's 
cision on picketing and the 
union and Pacific Northern 
Gas went into another 
bargaining session. 
Pacific Northern Gas is a 
subsidiary ' of Westccast 
Transmission. 
Talks broke down again 
last week when no headway 
was made in either side's 
bargaining position. 
"The company made a few 
minor concessions," an 
IBEW spokesman said, "but 
they" still, avoided major 
irresponsible in letting the 
strike continue this long 
because of possible dangers 
to the natural gas syatem 
due to lack of maintenance. 
The IBEW is waiting for 
the Labour Relation's Beard 
decision before taking any 
further action against the 
company, but the union 
spokesman stated that "as 
faras the union is concerned, 
no new construction will get 
natural gas until the strike is 
over." 
This would mean that the 
Skesna Mall, various other 
commercial building and a 
number of houses under 
picket lines outside of these 
facilities. 
The company's 32 
technicians and field 
maintenance workers, em- 
ployed on its gas line bet- 
wean Prince George and 
Prince Rupert went on strike 
June 5 after failing to 
negotiate a first contract. 
The union has heen,trying 
to get a first contract with 
the gas company since May, 
1977.. 
Main demands by the 
employees include union 
recognition, job security and 
clarification of ' job 
descriptions. 
liow lorthland Servioe for Northwest 
VANCOUV]IIR (CP) ' - - spokesman said Tuesday. 
Canadlari Pacific Express The service, which started 
and .CP Rail's Northland Monday, provides a through 
service have established a routingon a single bill of lad- 
new transportation service lng, linking all points across 
for shipments of up to 20,000 Canada sei:ved by CP Ex.. 
pounds of cargo between press with Kitimat, Terrace~. 
nor thwestern  Br i t i sh  Prince RuPert and 
Columbia nd other parts of surrounding communities. 
Canada, a CP Ra i l  B. D. Margetts, CF 
i 
general manager for Coastal marine and trucking 
marine operations in Van" operations of the Northlan~i 
couver, said the service will group of companies. 
provide shippers in the The Northland service 
Kit[mat, Terrace and Prince 
Rupert areas "with direct 
access to all points in Can- 
ada served by CP Express." 
The Northland service waS 
established Jan. I this year 
when CP took over the 
provides a twice.weeklY 
marine freight service 
between Vancouver anii 
Kitimat and connecting 
highway service to Terrace, 
Prince Rupert and outlyin~ 
communities. 
BULLETIN: BEER STRIKE ENDS 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
majority of striking and 
locked-out British Columbia 
brewery workers voted 
Wednesday to accept a new 
contract. 
It was not immediately 
known when members c~ the 
United Brewery, Flour, 
Cereal, Soft Drink and 
Distillery Workers Union 
would return to work to end 
the stdke-lockont which be- 
gan May 26 because Victoria 
local wm'kere have rejected 
the conditions for a return to 
work. 
The companies had said 
they wanted an aortas-the- 
board ac,~eptsnee of the two- 
year deal' at all four 
breweries. 
Union spokesman John 
Langley said Wednesday 
evening after the vote that 
brewery employees were 
prepared to go hack to work 
in Vancouver and New 
Westminster at the call of 
the companies. 
He said it was up to the 
breweries to work out a 
settlementwith the Victoria 
employees. STRIKE STARTleD . ,  
' The dispute began with a 
strike May ~ at Carlin 
O'Keofe and escalated to a 
lockout June 8 at Molson's, 
,Labatt's and Columbia 
Breweries in Creston, B.C. 
Langley said Victoria La- 
batt's workers voted 70 per 
cent to accept the 
agreement, but 80 per cent 
turned down the conditions 
of a return to work. 
He said Carling O'Keefe 
workers in Vancouver voted 
74 per cent in favor of the 
contract, Molson's Van- 
couver employees voted 57 
per cent in favor, and 
Lahatt's workers in New 
Wostminstor approved the 
agreement by 51. per cent. 
Earlier, Langley has said 
that a strike fund for union 
brewery workers could last 
only one more week. 
Union members had been 
recelvirlg about $58 a week in 
strike pay. 
Langley told about 200 em- 
pleyeea of Labatt's New 
Westminster brewery that 
the lack of strike funds was 
why he was asking the 1,000 
union members to vote on a 
slightly-revised contracl 
offer from the companies. 
"If its a.settlement it won't 
be a popular one," he said 
before the vote. "At best the 
vote will be touch-and-go." 
He said the employers still 
hadn't "come up to what we 
want In COLA (cost ~i living 
adjustment clause)." 
Kavna Sanaq 
Hudson Bay Herring Chokers 
About 30 years ago a whale factory! Local hotel level. 
Manitoba MLA floated owners protested govern- Oneof the tests conducted 
shares in a whaling factory ment competition and the by the Hickock Leather 
for the processing of white motel was forced to close, company proved the white 
whales for oil. The venture The quota for killing white whale can be skinned twice -
failed. Years 'later a whales was:700 a year in the a leather can be obtained, of 
Canadian and the US president ofHickock Loather Churchill River alone, hidehighandqUality fromthe inner "muktuk"the o ter.. 
Co. re-activated the idea and Hudson Bay is home for layer. 
modernized the plant. Just approximately 12,000 of At times whale carcasses 
as it came into production these interesting, gentle were lined up, hitched to 
the Canadian Government 
stopped in, with impossible 
restrictions, and killed it. 
The Government, which 
had run native schools to 
train whalers and guides for 
tourist sports whaling had to 
operate the factory was then 
forced to pay the new 
company high rental costs to 
use the factory. 
• The government ext built 
a tourist sports whaling 
motel - right alongside the dangerously high mercury 
mammals ~ who have been 
captured, tagged, tattooed, 
examined, ~ad harmonicas 
played to them to determine 
if they havean ear for music, 
and ridden, Irodeo fashion, by 
Native tsggers employed by 
the government. The 
Eskimoes, who protested 
telephone pole booms, when 
machinery breakdowns 
delayed processing and their 
bodies rotted in the Sun, 
giving off a powerful stench 
for miles. The cdour at- 
tracted hundreds of polar 
hears - and the bears have 
remained a problem and a 
their harvesting as a threat danger to the towusite of 
to their "natural" food Churchill ever since. 
supply now are admonished There is much, much more 
not to eat them because of a to this story - but the above 
will give an example of what 
i 
can happen when well 
meaning but incompetent 
officials decide to make a 
killing from our natural 
resources. 
Happily, the whales are on 
the lnecealle -,and , t~ po~r  
hears have multiplied to the. 
extent no one knows what to 
do about them. Conversely 
the town where it all started - 
Churchill - once boasting a
population of 7,000 is now on 
the endangered list, with less 
than 1,200 residents - mostly 
welfare recipients and 
welfare administrators. 
The above~ two whales; 
lactually belugas) - six year 
old Kavna and three year old 
Sanaq, at the Vancouver 
aquarium, through no fault 
of their own, have also ended 
up on the Welfare Rolls. 
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Association. . _ extraordinary powers F ~ i ~ q ~ ~ d s ~  E~, , : c :a~l~ '?$~ talks '^' : , '~ ~ meet in-  Tuesda~ team and their horses home rnglunnilodges, has beenthe 
Section chatrman procedures. ' "~ " n in Euro most vocal in its criticism nf . . . .  : But rogreas was delayed evening between the from tom titto pc. . 
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the revenue department, he is caught out in these OTTAWA (CP) -- The regulated by the province helping travellers hopscotch wages, of members of the 
to their destinations through, unit from an average of 
The brie~ calls for more 
muscle in laws to protect 
eitizem against unjust action 
by police at a time when the 
state has extraordinary 
powers. 
"The courts are not acting 
as an effective brake on 
these powers,"the brief 
says• "Indeed, our judges 
seem to be adding to police 
powers by decisions 
(allowing) illegally-obtained 
evidence. 
BILL MEANINGLESS 
" In  addition, our Bill of 
Rights is largely a 
meaningless document," the 
brief says, adding the Bill of 
Rights should be entrenched 
in the coustitution• 
"We must abandon the 
policy presently exercised 
by our courts that the 
execution ofthe law seems to 
be more important than the 
protection ofhuman rights•" 
National security, used to 
justify many incidents being 
inveatjgatod by the royal 
commission on the RCMP, 
should a t  least be defined. 
It should not be used as a 
statements, he does not 
resign." 
The Official Secrets Act 
was obsolete and unsuitable 
• and should be revised to 
provide closer definitions of 
who and what threatens '  
national security and what 
national s~..curity is. 
The royal commission had 
established that the RCMP 
have uniaw~rully intercepted 
mall, unlawfully 
eavesdropped, nntawfully 
broken in to places, intcr. 
fered in political matters, 
and committed arson, theft 
and forgery. 
Those involved Should be 
brought o justice, the brief 
said. 
Furthermore, the judicial, 
admin is t ra t ive  and  
legislative systems shol~id be 
revised to make sure this did 
not happen again. 
The brief says that writs of 
ass i s tance ,  enab l ing  
Mounties to enter any home 
at any time legally, should 
he abolished, and illegally 
obtained evidence should not 
be admissible in courts. 
Corrections cuts 
 costs, staff 
KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) - -  
The Canadian corrections 
service wi l l  reduce Costs by 
el indnating 100 jobs in 1979 
and not going ahead with a 
plan to increase its staff by 
300, public affairs ad- 
ministrator Claude Tessier 
said Tuesday. 
The corrections ervice, 
which combincs the federal 
penitentiary and parole 
services, is required to trim 
$45 million from its budget 
and 400 man-years from its 
staff plans for the fiscal year 
beginning April 1, 1979, 
Tesaier said in a telephone 
interview from Ottawa. 
The corrections service is 
to luse a total of $70 million 
during the next 19 months. 
The reduction ispart of a $2- 
bi l l ion  cut  in federal  
government  spend ing  
proposed earlier this month 
by Prime Minister Trudesu. 
Tessier said resignations 1,J" g dl"~ a I l - -S
and retirements will take 
care of a major part of the 
staff reduction. Term em- take  
p loy .  will go bofore full- over  
time workers, he said. 
PUTS FREEZE ON HIRING 
Tessier said there is a 
freeze on hiring while the 
staff reduction plan is 
examined and that a study 
group has been formed to 
make proposals, It must re- 
port to the federal treasury 
board by next week. 
No estimate has been 
made of how many jobs will 
belost in Ontario or any of 
the services' other four 
regions. 
The penitentiary service 
had 8,000 full-time em- 
ployeea and 440 term em- 
ployees, hired for a fixed 
period rather than fulltime, 
during the 1976 to 1977 year• 
The national parole board 
had 19 board members and 
211 full.time staff• 
Correction officials have 
said most of the budget cut 
can he anhieved by delaying 
construction projects. 
Tesaier said projects close 
to completion will be carried 
through. 
He cited a new maximum- 
security prison in Edmonton, 
schednied to open Sept. 6; a 
correct ions community 
college centre in Calgary, 
which opens Sept. 7; a new 
parole service office in Leth- 
bridge, Alta; and Kent ln- 
stitutton in Agsasizl B.C., 
which opens in early No- 
vember and will take 180 
prisoners from the old their session on the subject 
British Columbia peniten- was closed. This was 
tiary, became names of known 
organized crime figures and 
,MAY USE IN TREATMENT new electronic surveillance 
He said the newer sections methods were discussed, 
d the old penitentiary may Graham said, 
I nu i t s  want  way  
of life protected 
O'I~TAWA tCP) --.  The meat o relax its agenda so 
Inuits'greatesthopoisa new thelnuitwonid have time to 
constitution for Canada, but work out their place in a 
it must guarantee protection newly.cbnstituted Canada. 
of the Eskimo language and Committee chairman 
way of life, an Inuit MerkMacGuiganattempted 
delegation told the Senate- to reassure the lnuit they 
Commons committee on the would have plenty of time to 
constitution Wednesday. express their views, either 
Eric Tagoona, president of before bb committee or 
lnuit Tapirisat of Canada after the committee has 
which represents the completed its investigation, 
c.ountry's 92,000 Inuit-- by addressing the federal 
Eskimos--said that unless government directly. 
the Inult way of life is pro- But the group's director of 
tected they willnot be able to land claims, John 
survive as a people. Amagnalik, said history has 
An amended constitution is taught Canada's native 
viewed by his people as their people not to trust such 
greatest hope. statements. 
"It holds out to us the Hesaid the lnuit cannot let 
opportunity to step and any opportunity to express 
perhaps reverse the fiegative .their views slip by because 
political, economic and this allows more and more of 
social processes to which we their rights to disappear. 
are being subjected and to Tagooua said the biggest 
establish our eoostitutional threat he lnuit race is the 
right to exist as a people disappearance of .their 
within this federation," he language. 
said. "The classroom, the work- 
But Tagoona said the lnnit place, radio and television 
fear they will be left out of programs all join together /. " /,d,/j[ 
discossions ~'to amedd: '~t~e ' today to .threaten.the v ry :.~ 
constitution;' : He.. said ~ the existence-: of  our language.-..,. 
beusedas ......a'receptton centre" '"~ . . . . . . . . .  federa l  gi~Vernmen't'qS'~'which is the,very.backbone .... : 
timetable for constitutional of our culture and the for a drug-treatment 
program or to house 
prisoners who must be 
protected from other 
prisoners. 
Tessier said the service 
could reduce costs by giving 
parole officers larger case 
leads and by adding cells to 
existing prisons instead of 
building new prisons. 
He said confirmed 
criminals who have violated 
parole with a major crime 
could be sent directly to one 
of the regular prisons in- 
stead of being held tom- 
porarily at a regional recep- 
tion centre. 
Donald Yeomans, com- 
missioner of corrections, 
said in an earlier interview 
that budget reductions would 
not result in prison over- 
crowding. 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Two 
United States motorcycle 
gangs are trying to take 
control of Canadian 
motorcycle gangs and their 
illicit drug trade, Harold 
Graham, Ontario Provincial 
Police commissioner, said 
today. 
The Hell's Angels and The 
Outlaws are making 
"concerted efforts to in- 
filtrate and control existing 
Canadian gangs," he said. 
"The traditional nimosity 
and extreme rivalry existing 
between these two gangs, 
which know no borders, can 
he expected to cause a 
dramatic increase in levels 
of violent criminal acts 
across Canada. 
"I wouldn't say they are 
homicidal, but they are 
reform does not allow them 
sufficient ime to work out 
their position and make 
recommendations. 
SEEK MORE TIME 
"We cannot be prepared 
within one or two months," 
he said, urging the com- 
mittee to ask the govern- 
mainstay of our uniqueness 
among the world's people." 
He said the Inuit also 
resent the intrusion of 
government regulators into 
their traditional livelihood-- 
scientists With "second-hand 
knowledge telling them how 
and when to hunt and fish." 
Fishing fee 
increase needed 
POWELL RIVER, B.C. 
(CP) - -  An increase in 
fisheries iicence fees is 
needed to constrain the 
growth nf fleet capacity and 
fishing costs, says Alex 
Fraser, a .Vancouver 
economist with the federal 
fisheries ministry's almon 
enhancement program. 
Fraser, in a paper 
presented to a fisheries 
symposium sponsored by the 
University of British 
Columbia (UBC) and the 
federal fisheries ministry, 
said current annual salmon 
licence fees of $1 million 
represent only one per cent 
of the $100 million landed 
value of salmon in 1977. 
He said excessive returns 
to fishermen are largely 
responsible for the huge 
outlays for bigger and better 
fishing boats in an industry 
that is already heavily 
overcapitalized. 
"The current licence fees 
in the salmon fishery are 
clearly inadequate," he said. 
"They are fiat rate and have 
remained unchanged since 
1972." 
In addition, Fraser said, 
consideration should be 
given to imposing a resource 
value based fee, such as a 
landings royalty. 
CHANGES DIFFICULT 
He said, however, that it 
would be difficult 19 make 
such changes because of the 
lobbying power of the fishing 
industry with the federal 
government. 
"It is unfortunate hat the 
meat practical and long- 
term solution to these 
various problems i the least 
politically attractive," he 
said. 
Fraser's recom- 
mendatious were countered 
in a comment paper 
presented by Dr. Peter 
Pearse, UBC economics 
professor, and James Wilen, 
assistant professor in en- 
vironmental studies at the 
University of Washington. 
They said restricting 
tonnage of the fleet would not 
halt other capital outlays 
which would otherwise 
dissipate returns, and that a 
levy on the catch is ad- 
minstratively unfeasible. 
known for being guilty of - 
assaults and rapes and 
crimes of that nature." 
Graham said the vinlen~e 
will he directed against other 
criminals, not the public. At 
stake is a highly profitable 
drug trade. 
He was speaking to 
reporters at the 73rd annual 
convention of the Canadian 
Association of Chiefs of 
Police, 
Although the chiefs said 
cooperation of the news 
media is essential in com- 
batting organized crime, 
federal government's abrupt 
about-face on natural gas 
pricing ban leftthe oil in- 
dustry and some of its own 
energy officials confused 
over what it means to the 
companies, and consumers. 
Energy Minister Alastair 
Giflespie says the decision to 
ease controls on the 
domestic price of natural gas 
is aimed at spreading the use 
of gas in eastern markets, 
lessening dependence on 
imported oil. 
But the oil industry says 
that at best it is a long-term 
proposal and, adds one 
senior, company executive, 
"it's impossible to try to 
figure out just what the 
government is doing." 
Among the questions both- 
ering energy planners are: 
--Why Ottawa decided to 
make the change only three 
weeks, after signing an 
agreement with Alberta, the 
major producing province, 
to keep the price tied tightly 
to oil prices for another year. 
• --How Ottawa intends to 
handle the mechanics of 
allowing the market o set 
prices for a fuel now tightly 
WhemWestemers win all-ways 
Western Canada lottery Faundati0n 
and the federal government. 
--What impact lower 
prices will have on ex- 
ploration in Alberta and 
proposals to move Canadian 
gas from frontier areas to 
southern markets• 
--Whether it signals a 
change in Ottawa's policy on 
exporting natual gas to the 
United States. 
OFFICIALS CONFUSED 
Some energy officials, 
confused over the change, 
felt the decision to alter gas 
policy came ,from the prime 
minister's office--which as 
been behind the recent 
moves to beef  up the 
economy. 
But other sources ay the 
deputy energy minister, 
Marshall Cohen, was 
discussing the possibility of 
freeing gas prices in July, 
before the Alberta 
agreement was signed. 
That agreement sets the 
price of gas at 85 per cent of 
the price of crude oil. The 
government now says it 
proposes letting the market 
set the price within an 
agreed range, perhaps as 
low as 50 per cent. 
the U.S. about $300 a week toabout  
Eastern Provincial Air- $350 a week. 
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Kootenays' coal pollution too high 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A The government report 
British Columbia govern- says the largest and most 
ment report on air pollution diverse of these coal 
says coal industry operations was Kaiser's 
operations in southeastern property at SparwnodMlchel 
B.C. have exceeded rec- where most of the air quality 
egnized standards, data was collected for the 
The report is part of a area. 
study of air and water Discharges from Kaiser's 
quality in the Kooteuays coal preparation plant and 
being done by the water coke plant "have exceeded 
iqvestigntions branch of the provincial objectives," the 
provincial environment men- report said, sometimes by a 
istry, factor of two or more. 
A summary of the report High readings for dustfall, 
shows major air polluten larger particles, were oh- 
sources In the Elkwood- tained near the operations, 
Sparwodd-Fernie region but average annual counts 
were • three coal mining within populated areas were 
operations and a coke plant within receguized limits, 
owned by Fording Coal, It said average annual 
Kaiser Resources and Byron readings for particulate 
Creek Collieries Ltd. matter at Sparwoed were 
It is not known whether the acceptable, but exceeded 
situation has changed since standards on certain days. 
the report's 1975 and 1976 The water, investigations 
data was collected because branchhos recommended an
current analyzed ata is not air quality monitoring 
available, network for the area which 
The report Says suspended would analyze tests an- 
particulate matter, fine par- nnally. 
ticlas less than 20 EXCEEDED PERMIT 
micromeires in size which Fording, which operates 
can travel far by wind from open pit mines and a coal 
these operations, frequently preparation plant at Fording 
exceeded standards. River had a "coal breaker" 
IMPROVING AIR emission which exceeded 
A spokeemun for Kaiser permit'conditious in 1975. 
said Tuesday that the But that emission was ira-. 
company is spending $1.6 proved in 1976 by installation 
million on new equipment to of water sprays. 
improve air quality at its Byron Creekhad problems 
operations, A Fording with escaping coal dust 
spokesman said new which due to its location in 
emission control equipment he Michel Valley could 
ha~ already been installed at affect certain property 
the company's plant. A owners in.the area. 
spokesman for Byron was . The report said in 1975 and 
unavailable for comment. 1976 there was little change 
Public servants 
,.~ picket off 
VICTORIA tCP) --  A dis- took from pul~lic works the 
agreement on Job ter- responsibility for supply and 
mination arrangements malntanunee.of government 
which led to picket lines space requirements. ' 
being set up around the The corporation absorbed 
legislature Tuesday has been all but 600 ~ the 1,800 public 
resolved; a union spokesman works employees. Of the 
said today, remainder, 400 opted for 
'Don Burns, of the British early retirement or 
Columbia Government severance pay, and the re- 
Employees' Union, said the maining 240 were declared 
240 public works employees by the government to be 
whose jobs are being phased supernumerary, a union 
out new have until March 31 spokesman said. • 
td decide between alternate Under the agreement 
~bs in the,public ser ies  or reached betw~n the union 
~veramepayi  ": .... : :  ~,:0 "'un~:GERB~;the~government 
~Tids 'pr~ision-..'. ~vas'~promis.ed'to offer the  240a 
~[iginally negotia~d'r~b~b ~ne~'*j~. ,'i '~hqir.o~ar~k or 
ween the union and the two jous emewnere, ne sain. 
Government Employee "If these were turned 
Relations Bureau (GERB), down, then the employee 
but was refuted by Finance would have to opt for 
Minister Evan Wolfe, who severance pay," the 
said' the supernumerary spokesman said. 
employees must resign and 
take severance pay before Yukon 
Sept, 30 or Inse their right to i 
it. : 
. Burns said Wolfe's co-"erv. 
directive was directly 
responsible for the three- a h 
hour,' job action Tuesday, cr  s 
which ended .when GERB 
agreed to meet with union FARO, Yukon (CP) -- 
representatives to discuss RCMP said three persons 
the situation, were killed Tuesday when 
"It was caused strictly by" thelrhelicopter crashed near 
the minlster's interference," the Pelly River about 45 
Burns said. "When he kilometres northwest of this 
promulgated the circular Of central Yukon community. 
Aug. 14, he literally pulled Police said the helicopter 
the chocks from under the was owned by Klondike 
Government Employee Kenting of Calgary. Ministry 
Relations Bureau." of transport offieials were 
• rOOK OVER attempting todetermine the 
The jobs became redun- cause of the crash. 
dent following creation of the The victims' names were 
B.C. Buildings Corp., which withheld, 
in industrial activity trom" from trucks and ratl cars. near since the particles 
previous years, but a two- contributed to air pollution, involved are usually toe 
menthclosurethatshutmnst but said losses are greatly large to be deposited in the 
of Kaiser's operations due to reduced by spraying sur- lungs. 
a labor dispute in 1976, had a faces with chemical binders. 
noticeable effect on dastfall "Blowing dust," the report "The main deterimental 
data. said, is not generally con- effects are soiling and 
It also said coal dust blown sidered' to be a hazard to eresioh of surfaces." 
Stranded prospector 
and son swam to sa fe ty  
PITr MEADOWS,' B.C. 
tCP) - -  A Kelowna, B.C. 
man who was stranded on a 
sandhor in the middle of a 
fast-flowing river for several 
days says he knew he had to 
try and swim to safety when 
the water subsided 
momentarily Monday or 
face a watery dea|h. 
Don Young, 46, and his son. 
Bill, 14, were travelling up 
the Pitt River near this 
community 50 kilometres 
east of Vancouver to go 
prospecting when their'four- 
metre aluminium beat hit a 
log on ~ursday. 
The collision threw the two 
into the ~'iver where they 
nmanged to swim to 
separate, partially sub. 
merged gravel bars. 
"I knew I had to go yester- 
day, because I wouldn't have 
had the strength if I had 
waited," Young said 
Tuesday. 
He said that although he 
knew he would drown if be 
fell asleep too long, he found 
himself dozing off more and 
more. and was afraid he 
would eoon give up. His son' 
was in the same 
predicament 9O metres 
away. 
"You know, you thinkyou 
would think of food apd that 
kind of stuff, but all you think 
of is how to get' out; how to 
get out; no thought of food, 
drink or anything," Young 
said. 
"I've been in some tough 
situations inmy life, hut this 
was the toughest." 
ENDUREDRAIN 
The pair endured almost 
constant rain throughout 
their ordeal. 
Bill was less fortunate 
than his father, who was ~ble 
to light a warming fire m a 
depression of a tree using a 
cigarette lighter. 
He said he ate a few 
berries he recognized but 
was afraid he might eat 
poisonous fruit. Fish swam 
past him but were too fast to 
catch. 
Throughout he ordeal, 
logging trueks passed by on 
a road about 100 metres 
away. The two said they 
feared the raging 'r iver 
would sweep them to the i r  
deaths if they tried to ford it, i 
The rain-swollen river re. 
ceded by almost a metre  
Monday night giving Young 
a chance to escape. Using a 
branch to keep his balance, 
he plunged into the river, 
half swimming, half 
stumbling the 25 metres to 
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The Kitimat Youth Council has arranged to bring one of the better known bands to 
Kitimat, Terrace and Smithers early in September. The Downchild Blues Band, a 
six person group featuring Don. Walsh, Jan Vasey and Rick Walsh will be ap- 
pearing at  the Mount Elizabeth Secondary School, Monday, Sept. 4; in Terrace at  
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre on Wednesday, Sept. 6, and in Smithers on Friday, Sept. S 
at Chandler Park gym. Ticket prices are $5.50 advance and $7.00 at the seer. 
shore. He scrambled up a 30- Profits from {he concert will be used to support he various charitable projects 
metre cliff and flagged own sponsored by the youth council 
a passing truck from a 
nearby logging camp. 
Bob Stevens, a first aid at- 
tendant at the camp, tied a 
rope around his waist, 
plunged into the river, 
grabbed hold d Bill and was 
pulled hack to shore by other 
workers at the scene. 
Youngand his son say they 
will go prospecting again 
next' year. 
"The enthusiasm hasn't 
died," said Young, who has 
been able to get away from 
his welding and wocdearving 
jobs only a few t imes to 
follow his life-long interest. 
Suspended Tel workers back 
B.C. Tel spokesman Keith Bremner said that the 
Matthews called the row "a usual grievance procedure 
minor internal squabble takes months and the jbb 
which should have been would have been completed 
settled by the grievance before the dispute was 
p/'ocedure." resolved. 
Patient drowned 
in hospital bath 
VANCOUVER ~ (CP) --  
Eleven British Columbia 
Telephone Co. employees 
returned to work today after 
being suspended ina dispute 
over a work assignment a a 
new central office to be 
opened in the Fraser Valley. 
Don Bremner, secretary- 
treasurer of the Tele- 
communication Workers 
Union, said B.C. Tel 
suspended eight full-time 
employees Tuesday morning 
and sent three temporary 
workers home for indefinite 
periods. 
The dispute was cooled 
down later in the day when 
the compa0Y agre.e. ~'o ea, ilOo~ 
~e workers back O , J 
~nd to take the disputed 
issue to third-party ar- 
bitration for settlement. 
The employees were sus- 
pended after refusing to 
work during testing of 
equipment for the Langley, 
B.C. office. 
Bremner. said the union 
protested the use of a woman 
from the clerical division to 
perform duties normally 
handled by the plant 
division. The company was 
then able to have the work 
performed at the clerical 
rate rather than the higher 
journeymen's rate. 
Bremner said that the 
company later removed the 
clerical employee from the 
testing job and indicated 
testing will cease until after 
the arbitration ruling is 
delivered. 
He said the company lasi 
week rejected a union 
proposal to submit the 
dispute to arbitration. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
~Burnaby, B.C., man with a 
history of epileptic seizures 
drowned July 7 after being 
left alone in a Vancouver 
. Genei~a] H~spital ~ (VGH) 
~b~Itht0bT~ for'~ ah' ii0ur,, a 
coroner ' s  jury heard 
Tuesday. 
The inquest old that when 
staff began searching for 
Danny Melvin Barnes, 26, 
they wereunable toenter the 
bathroom for 10 minutes 
because a, key failed to open 
thL ~.lock. A seeui'ity, officer 
had to force entry using a 
screwdriver. 
• Senior nursing staff 
testified, that it is common 
practice to either attend or 
check on bathing patients 
every.five to I0 minutes. 
Nurse Carolyn Lay, on 
duty the day of the death, 
said that because Barnes 
was about to be discharged 
and his seizures apparently 
were' under control, she 
• would not have felt it neces- 
sary for Barnes to have 
supervision during his hath. 
The man's family 
physician, v Dr. Peter 
Heindrick agreed. He said 
Barnes uffered from severe 
epilepsy but be could not see 
Kitimat youth active 
Four members of the about community in- cut, split and piled and sold 
Kiflmat youth council are volvement for the Kitimat to local residences. Last 
curre~tUy attending Camp Youth Council. year the Youth council 
Elphinatine in Gibson B.C. The eouncil, established in donated $3,000 to Kltimat 
whore they are participating 1974, by six young persons, service clubs to be used 
in a Red Cross sponsored, now has an effective par- within the community. 
"Youth in the Community" ticipation of some 50 con- Currently there are plans 
program, cerned young people in to interest Terrace youth in 
Cheryle Lapointe, Dean Kitimat. forming their own branch of 
Boilard, Colleen Doyle and • Among the many projects the Youth Council. A get- 
Kathy Oliver, all of Kitimat the members work at during acquainted meeting will be 
paid their own way down to the year include a wood held shortly; dates will be 
the camp to learn more cutting spree. Cord wood is announced in the Herald. 
PG trustees won't 
lift school lockout 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. place immediately if the  would be betraying the 
(CP) -  A spokesman for school district lifted its public if they lifted the 
nonteaching employees in lookout, lockout against the 380 
the Prince George school However, school trustees Clerks, custodians and 
district said Wednesday that in this central British cafeteria personnel that 
a return to work would take Columbia city say they started Aug. 2. 
Murray Odegnard, 
1_  P .  president International°f LoCalunion858 of the 
any reason why Barnes Teacher back aner of  Operating Engineers, said 
could not take a bath by him- • , a union members would return 
se l f .  
VGH nurses and doctors marijuana c:narge without waiting for a new 
contract to be signed to 
testified under the protection t,,'~r,V,,~,A,--Df' , t 'O ,  teachin ~, ' ens~re~h~.did~iC~, s schools 
• , . ,  .~ ~.,~JIqEIJL£JJ/I~vA , ~.,,.~. ~.F~I .  b '  ; " i  . 7 ' : . '~  
of the Canada . and B.C.. _A  teaclier suspended after Hilton couldn't I~. reached would 6pefi, ~n"schedule 
evinence'acts which prevent ~ '~ ~,  ~ . . . . . . .  ,~.. ~F..,go;~ ,,,~,,;_^~,,/ ~nemg cnargeu with for comment Tuesaay. Tuesday for the aren's 22,000 
• 'o~' " "  ~ '~ ' "  . . . .  ' - '"""~ nn~,~_~inn of mariiuaua has The case arose when students. ' tire r-- . . . . .  . against hem at any Jut court hearina now been reinstated, Eunice RCMP Constable Garth Trustee Dr. Charlie Boyd 
VICTIM DR'~WNED Parker, hoequitlam school Mooney charged Hilton and told the board Tue "~ay lit- 
Dr.  Rodney Brammall, board chairman Eunice anotbermanwithpessessien ting the lockout would put 
who conducted an autopsy, Parker said Tuesday. of marijuana. Mooney then the union in a position to 
said Barnes died from She said that rein- informed school superin. "cause more damage" by 
• drowning. Barnes was found statement of Dennis Hilton tendent Gordon Paten of the having a strike later on. A 
with a white froth about his was approved at a special eharge and the. su- strike would result in a more 
mouth and a large bruise on board meeting Monday, perintendent informed the expensive settlement later 
his head, although Dr. however, the board decided school board, leading to the beCause of public pressure, 
Brammcll said the injury that Hilton, suspended in suspension, he said. 
February, would not he RCMP Supt. Bruce Nor- "If we hack down now we 
was notiasufficient tehave given back pay for the thorp said later that in- will betray the public and the 
rendered Barnes uncon- suspension period, forming an employer of a sister union (carpenters and 
scious. . Reinstatement came after person charged is not RCMP . joiners) who have already 
Brammall said he believes a prosecution appeal of a policy, settled," he said. 
Barnes either slipped in the conditional discharge on the 
bath, hit his head, and possession charge was 
slipped under the water, or rejected. 
that he suffered an epileptic Parker said that under the Some say potatoes planted on a rising tide will swell 
attack before going, under. Public Schools Act the board with the tide. 
Hospital orderly Paul badnochoieehattoreinstate 
Huang testified that after the Hilton to his teaching 
body was found, nurses in position .at Centennial 
the ward said Barnes was School. 
suicidal. She cited a case in Delta 
Neurosurgeon Dr. John last yearinwhich that school 
Wada said Barnes was uneo- board attempted to fire a 
operative with taking his teacher given a conditional 
medicine and that Barnes discharge on a marijuana 
possession charge. A British 
had a difficult family Columbia Supreme Court solution situation. Slanted sidewalk judge ruled on an appeal of His seizures, which some- the firing that a pe~son who 
times rendered him uncon- pleads' guilty and gets a 
scious, could be triggered by conditional discharge is 
According to Director of solved this week. be filled withrockandgravel should stand up much bet- a stressful situation, deemed not to have been 
Public Works, Mr. L. The works department has and covered with asphalt, tar," Needham said. Notes from Barnes' diary, convicted. 
Needham the problem ~ the driven some forty poles into however, indicated be was Parker said the board has 
slanted sidewalk which runs the side of the hill whore the "We filled this area about The area ~vas originally looking forward to leaving the option under the act on 
up Kalum Street to the asphalt has crumbled. The two years ago, but this time filled back during the early hospital, whether to allow back pay 
Bench should finally be newly created walk will now with the voles driven in, it 40's. The same diary also and decided Hilton wouldn't 
' revealed that Barnes be paid because he wasn't 
intake was to be reduced to 
two times a day from three, 
something nodoctor or nurse Where Westerners win all-ways 
could explain, '11, Western Canada Lottery F0undatton 
Wada testified that the 
amount of drugs in Baruas's " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "" . . . . . . . . .  :] 
blo°d at the time of denth ~i~ Business was about half what he " - !  :~ 
would consider a sstisfac- ,:. ::: 
tory level. He said reducing ~ 
the dosage was too risky. !~ • • :;:~ ii! Not hated in our Barnes had epilepsy for 20 i!~ 
, . .  and . .  o, B G Tel Directory violent seizures, was placed | | | 
in hospital May 11. f!~ 
' " We're A financial contri m to SKOGLUND HOTSPRING$ 798-222! The Canadian N~i~nal OLI'S PLACE. 798-2231 
Institute for the BIRtl ~up 
, perisanaetivepreventienOfblindne.,program as well as Listed-,,,,,°,,,°..,,,.,,,, 
blindness rehabilitation 
serviees. ~cause hslf of all Here 
blindnes can be prevented if DAI L Y H E R A LD 
treatment begins early, 
distribution of information 63S7 
Sidewalk' u . r s ,  particularly mothers ,pushing baby err. ion. This could be dangerous as cars come down on eye care and organizing I! ¥Oe wish your Business Phone 6 3 5  
carriages will be happy to see the improvement to the the winding hill, It is expected work will be completed vision screening clinics are sis 
walk upthehillon I~ium St. Previously residents had this week, and the sidewalk will be serviceable once an important part of the listed for your customers please call 
toleave the walk ana venture onto me rosa, oecause l again. CNIB's work ,  :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•:;:::;:•:::•::::::••:::••;:::::•:::•:•:;:::•:::::::::::::::;:::::;:::;:•:•:::::::•:;:::::;:;:::::::•:;:•:•:•::::::•::•:::::::::.:::•:::::::::::::::::: 
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EDITORIAL 
"So, you still have a job...you're lu.c~" no, 
we're not making this statement. This m me title 
of a blue cover brochure put Out by the New 
Democratic Party of British Columbia. Open the 
pamphlet, and in bold blue headlines, the next 
page announces, "More than 100,000 people in 
B.C. need jobs." 
It goes on to infol'm the reader that "One in government since the pamphlet was publ!shed); 
every ten is without work." and, "One in every We are not suggesting the NDP snoulu discara 
five people aged 19 to 24 is seeking work and the pamphlets as a result - but they could have 
can't find it." in the left hand corner, illustrated with corrected the statement using a rubber stamp or 
A box, H r b" o~bali-point pen coins and a bundle of ten do a ~ • ' a pile of 9.9E Nowhere in the single-sheet brochure, folded 
tells you that "Unemployment cost you $51 . .  
Since the statistics quoted are at 1976 levels, into 8 small pages, is there any mention of what 
one must presume the brochure is not a recent the NDP can do to solve the leading problems 
one. facing our country. The "policy paper", in a 
It, along with three other pieces of literature small, orange ruled box, gives its purpose for 
and bumper stickers was distributed from a being: ,The NDP was created to give you a voice 
literature table at the 01d Chalet during Federal in your government. This booklet was designed 
NDP leader, Ed Broadbent's visit to Kitimat and t~ give you a stronger voice in the NDP. Tell us if 
Terrace last week. it helps -and'how to make it better." 
What intrigued this editor most about, the The third piece of.the four we picked up on the 
pamphlet was not only the age of the smtmdcs, NDP literature table is labelled "Big News All 
but the purpose of its publication, about PAC'. 
Having assured the reader how expensive PAC, i t  seems, stands for Pre-Authorized 
unemployment was to every of the one our of five Chequing. It enables NDP members to have 
who does have a job, in B.C., the r~t  of ~e monthly payments deducted from their chequing 
accounts to support the NDP. By signing a card, 
message was a pitch for funds for me ~ur" authorizing the deduction, a member can donate 
party. 
Ottawa, - One thing about this oncoming ~:~i~:~!~!~:~i~.~:~ii~:~ 
election, for the first time in the Pearson- ~:..:ii:.~i:..~i::.~!:..:I~,..:~!~::.:~ 
Trudeau bilingual era Quebec may not decide it. ~:~:~~:~:::~~:~'::~~:~.~,:~ ! :'! : !!~: :"*" ":  .~: . :: : :~:~: i 
~.~.'.:/ "::~:i.~i~: Opinion? No. ~,~:.. '. ....... ~!~!~ 
Then what's the authority for it? 
The figures. The arithmetic of the , 
redistribution of 264 House of Commons eats i 
in~82te' will be 18 more constituencies voting ~ ~ 
an~unly one of these additional seats is in 
QueL -c. 
Redistribution is making Ontario, British ~ 
Columbia and the Prairie Provinces the hat- 
tleground on which the winning and the losing 
will be done. 
Ontario goes to the polls with seven ew seats. 
There are five new constituencies in British 
Columbia; ' ' 
Two in Alberta. .~.__~ ,d 
One each in Manitoba, Saskatchewan d the 
Northwest Territories. ~ 
All 17 of these in E~gRsh-spoaking Canada. 
And the one extra riding for Quebec. 
So the new arithmetic ofredistribution f what 
: : .  i basically is voting power gives Quebec only 75 of ,~:~ 
282 seats. ~ 
The Conservatives, tobe realistic, again will 
we. wr,,e o. iiiiii That's Trudeau country, the same as it was Pearson preserve, Mackenzie King-dom, and in 
fact, by voting tradition, Liberal turf well posted ..... ~::~i!~ii:~i 
with ',conservatives Keev Off the Grass" signs. 
.... i iiiiijiiiiiiiiiii 
Last time out, the Conservatives squeezed out • 
on ly  th ree  o f  Queboc 's  74  seats .  
How much better will they do this time with 75 ,, ,, seats all but reserved by the Liberals. 
. If they're looking for miracles, they're 
hallucinating, for all Leader Joe Clark's French 
lessons. 
But for once in their unlucky political ives - 
holding power in only six of the last 43 years - 
maybe this time they won't have to be looking for 
election wonders. Columbians. will be lonkin.g, forward to Labour 
They took power once before without Quebec. Labour Day, 1978. I say "most" because of one 
That was in 1957, the year former Prime significant exception - the brewery workers. 
Minister Diefenbaker, with his good right hand This year, the brewery workers will be viewing 
man Gordon Churchill planning the strategy, Labour Day as more than the traditional end of 
broke 22 years of Liberal rule. summer. It might also mark the end of their 
New with Quebec power slipping - fewer seats resistance tothe eastern cartel which has locked 
in relation to the rest of the country- it should be them ont0f their jobs since early June. Three 
easier. . months without a pay cheque will break the 
And not to worry about a victory without hacks of most union families. But three months 
Quebec damaging national unity, without production doesn't seem to have affected 
For Quebeckers, good, soundbread-and-butter he companies. Consider Molson's as an 
people - excepting the separatist militants - go example. 
where the power is. Two weeks ago, Moison's announced its first 
They did it after Dief's '57 victory, and in 1958 
pried on their votes with the rest of the country to 
give him those unequalled 208 seats. 
On paper then - looking at the new numbers of 
redistribution - it doesn't look all that hard for 
the Conservatives. 
They need only hold their grip on the Went, 
retain their strength in the Maritimes and make 
gains in Ontario where they now held only 25 M 88 
seats. 
This time Ontario has  95 seats. 
But'l'rudeau has been turni_ pg Ontario off- far 
enough off that it sh~m into backing away 
from a planned Spring election with the cam- 
palgning already in full gear. 
Can the Conservatives do it? 
Bets on Parliament Hill seem to be going down 
on them half doing it. With a minority. 
Again arithmetic is the key. 
. ' `  :•  
" Newhere in the fonr-page folder is there any $Ii0 a year to the party coffers, of which he can be erected on the land! (This is probably spelled ii 
enlightenment as to hew the NDP plans to. have $85 refunded as a tax rebate, making the out in other publications.) The only mention in' 
.provide mployment. The message)s, nrst, one actual cost to him a mereS35, the tabloid is, "The New Democratic Patty'has: 
continued wall ,bemoaning ~e high unem- Still nothing, in this third of four pamphlets, outlined aNational Mortgage Corporation and a 
ployment rate, and the drain that it is on the about what the NDP will actually do to bring an Department of Housing and Urban Affairs which 
worker. The second part is an appeal for funds end to unemployment, inflation, and the guarantees Canadians the right to adequate~ 
from that obviously overtaxed one-in-five, for breaking up of Canada by the Parti Quebecois. shelter - because the NDP considers helter a: 
contributions from $I to $I00 to help the NDP The fourth - and only federal - NDP piece of right no less important than food, health ~re:: 
"continue the fight for action". ' literature we picked up from the table at the and education." 
A second piece of literature was "NDP -an meeting was headlined, 'NDP Canada's only 
introduction tothe B.C. New Democratic Party" alternative.' To sum up. 
(Ed Broadbent, you will remember, is not from It was a tabloid-size, 4-page newspaper, atthe Attacking the present government for failure 
B.C. Also, he is the federal~leader - not the bottom of each page, described as "Democrat to keep Canada from high unemployment aiidi.~ 
provincialleader.) This pamphlet actually had a SpeciaIReport". Theupper half of the front page inflation is one thing. Attacking the Con.ii~i 
1976 date of publication, right hand, speaking into a microphone. ' native solutions . is all very "~ well:'~ It states, erroneously that Manitoba is NDP was a torso shot of Ed Broadbent, cigar stub in servatives for not coming izp with any\ altex'~:i 
(Manitoba having overthrown the NDP The lower half of the page begins with the But just to say the NDP is for the working~m~in, I ~ 
statement Canada is about o face a very crucial that by forming a housing corporation it will ,~ 
federal generalelection. It then goes on to blame.' provide adequate housing for everyone '.who ~ 
the Liberals for the state Canada is in, says that needs it - still does nothing to provide one million 
Quebec has "had enough and wants out", and one hundred thousand jobs for the unemployed~i/.! 
Suggests the ConservatiVes haven't anything nor does it help the breach betweenQuebec and :; 
substantial to offer by way of remedying the the rest of Canada. I t  seems to completely ! 
situation, ignore the advertised poverty of the nearly.i! 
Across the top of the two-page centrefold, is bankrupt Maritimes, other than to blame this bn:~ 
announced, "More than a million Canadians the present government's "abject failures~of an ~ 
can't find work." Below, in box heads, are unplanned economy and the stubborn reluctance 
Housing, National Unity; Farming and fishing, of its complacent managers to meet: the 
Energy - all under a bigger box head: NDP legitimate cultural and economic needs of all/! 
Canada's only alternative. Canadians." :,~ 
Under housing: A New Democratic federal Mr. Broadbent s ated, last Monday night, that, 
government will ensure every Canadian the he  is going to reveal, within the next few weel~S,i ~ 
right to housing at reasonable cost. How? By his solutions to Canada's problems. , : 
providing 100 per cent federal loans to provincial Let us hope they will be real solutions not just i~ 
and local governments o •. acquire tuna zor another dose of electioneering - oriented ';
housing, transit and other purposes. There is no vagueness, such as we have been rea~ng in the ;i 
mention of how the government will finci this available brochures that seem to have been pre,;~ 
sum of billions of dollars -and, mind you, this is. occupied with plans for campaign contributions ~. 
for the land. Thereis no mention of the houses to from the taxpaying public for the NDP. . 
I i ~::" V ~  
O.e 
quarter earnings. The company reported a profit 
of $13.8 million, up 46 percent from the 
corresponding period a year earlier. The more 
significant statement, however, was the rider 
attached to the quarterly announcement by the 
company president. He forecasted that brewing 
profits throughout the year would be higher than 
last year's, "despite continuing labour problems 
in the industry." 
What is particularly disturbing is the rather 
hand-in-glove appraoch of the profincial 
government with regards to these large eastern 
companies. In what surely must qualify as an 
attempt to minimize whatever pre~ure the B,C. 
consumer might apply to a' Completely dry 
summer, the provincial government has been 
importing enerous amounts of t~ .  beer. That 
way consumers' buying habits are maintained, 
but at premium prices. Once the brewery 
workers' resistance is broken and the dispute is 
 iiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiliiliii iil P.C. MLA 
i~  ~ii::iiiiitiiii!iiiii::iiiiiiii:i::ili::ii::iiii:::i:~ii!i::iii : • ..:.:.:.::!!i!il:" 
The commitment bythe Conservative party to! 
eliminate the provincial sales tax and the, 
property tax for school purposes has naturally:i 
raised questions as to how government could. 
function with so much less money. The answer i 
~ ~ teacher involv s many things, one of which is the pupil- ratio. 
The B.C. Teachers' Federation has conducted i 
a vigorous campaign in recent years for im-: 
proving the quality of education by reducing the! 
number of pupils in a class - in other words by~ 
hiring more teachers . . . .  
It seemed natural to assume that smallerj 
~ classes would indeed be ofbenefit topupils,.but~ 
.~ ~~~. .~; :~ studies and surveys done in many areas had 
~ ~ , W k ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ "  consistently 41~afled to establish that any im- 
I " :~:i~ provement iJ pupil achievemen( could be ob- 
tained by making classes smaller than they 
already were in British Columbia. The N.D.P. 
government accepted the idea, however, and 
....................... ~:~:::*:tl ....................... :~ .............. ~:~... provided the money to hire more teachers and 
~::i:::~i::::i~ii::il~iii i~:"..~:~!~i~i~:~:, build more classrooms for them, bringing the 
• :~i~i~:.~.:.~i~.~::" pupil-teacher ratio down from approximately 23
...... :::~:~:~:'~.::'~:~:~:~:~::~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~ ........ pupils per teacher to approximately 19 Under the 
' present government the trend has •continued, 
~::i~: ,, although much more slowly. ~' 
i::/ I do not question that everyone concerned was 
: 1~ " making asincere ffort o improve the quality of 
°8  ~~t~"~'  education, but it was undoubtedly the most 
expensive way imaginable to try to achieve that 
~ ' ~  desirable end and, as has been the case 
~-" -~ '~ everywhere, it had no measurable r sult. 
! forgot to get my copy of the Terrace 1978 Progress Report from the HERALD office! The present cost of employing teachers is 
• about $700 million. Had the pupil-teacher ratio 
not been changed the saving in the current year, 
• not counting the cost of extra classrooms, could 
~ ~ ~  have been close to $150 million. 
,£~ The present minister of education isobviously 
reluctant to spend that money, but has taken the 
By the time this column appears, meat British or she might have switched to wine and the position that it is up to the school boards to set 
longer the lock-out, the greater the risk of a the ratio. In other words he hopes that the school 
permanent change in drinking preferences. But trustees will brave the wrath of the Teachers' 
as long as the government promoted the sale of Federation, but he isn't going to. 
U.S. beer, • the brewery companies were The Conservative party does not believe that 
laughing. .the taxpayers have any responsibility to 
But, then again, should we expect anything guarantee employment in the school system to 
different from the government? Composed as it everyone with a teaching certificate any more 
is of so many millionaires, the Social Credit than employment could be similarly guaranteed . 
government would see no inconvenience in to those who trained themselves. 
paying $1.50 a bottle for beer. And the complete In government our party stands ready to pay 
drying up of the stocks of draught beer hardly the full cost of a good basic education program, 
rates as a priority problem for the Socreds. includlng specialservices such as those required 
Draught beer is the drink of the working man. by students with learning disabilities, but we see 
The Socreds, as exemplified by the Premier, no justification for burdening the taxpayers with 
rarely seem to use beer to quench their thirsts: a cost of more than $100 million a year to con- 
In a story in the Canadian Magazine of August tinue a failed experiment r and we will not do so. 
For the last 20 years or so, minorities have settled, Moison's and its friends can resume 
been a way of political life. In five of eight production with impunity. The consumer will 
elections between 1957 and 1974, no party got a quickly abandon the $6.50 case of U.S. beer in 
majority, favour of the cheaper domestic brands. 
If it's again a minority, there~ll be another Had there been three months of absolutely no 
election in 1980, for each of these minorities beer, there of course would have been a change 
lasted only two years, in the B.C. consumer's consumption habits. He 
5th on Mr. Bennntt, a member of his staff went o 
great lengths to point out what a "regular guy" TERR ACE/KITIMAT 
the premier was. No old time Sacred tea-totaler, ~ da i ly  horald - - -  
not the premier..His press aides stressed that 
"he entoys a drink"... Black Label, Chivss - . • ,, 
Regal, vodka and water, German white wines. General Office- 635.&3S7 Published by 
For the 5,000 workers in the hotel inoustry that Circulation- 435.5357 Sterling Publishers 
have been laid off as a result of the dispute and 
for the brewery worke~ themselves, it is ob- PUBLISHER. Laurie Mallett 
vtous the premier has little sympathy for their EDITOR - Ernle Senior 
plight. Why should he?It wi l l  probably be the REPORTER • Donna Vallleres 
REPORTER • 
farthest thing from his mind on this Labour Day. ci RCULATION . Pat Zellnskl 632~2741 
If the Canadian Magazine story is any guide, the cl RCULATION Joyce Fish 635.6351 
Premier will most likely be relaxing in his KITIMAT OFFICE. 632.2741 
magnificent home, prebably in front of the T.Y. 
set indulging in a favourite past time - watching Published every weekday at 3212 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. A member of Varified Circulation. 
football. And he'll probably be sipping his glass Authorized assecond class mall. Registration number 
(~ Chivas Regal. 12Ol. Postage paid In cash, return postage guaranteed. 
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Puok freezing now a No-No 
MONTREAL (CP) --  The 
17 National Hockey" League 
teams begin their exhibition 
• schedule in preparation for 
the 1978-79 season Sept. 21, a 
schedule that features 97 
games and concludes Oct. 8, 
the league announced 
Wednesday. 
Pre-season games this 
year will feature anumber of 
rule changes. 
meetings in June and 
amended two other's that will 
be in effect during the com- 
ing season. In addition, the 
NHL will again experiment 
with a rule that was used 
during last season's pre- 
season games. 
Brian O'Neill, executive 
vicepresident of the NHL,  
said he believes the revised 
rules will produce the most ,t , I c 
The League's 'rules important changes for the 
committee adopted two ne~w r 1978-79 season. ' 
rules during the annual "There will be a major 
effort by the league to  
maintain the continuous flow 
of play," O'Neill said. "The 
revised rules will clamp 
down on the freezing of the 
puck by both the players and 
the goaltenders which cause 
unnecessary stoppages of 
play." 
The rules now call for 
penalties to any players 
caus ing unnecessary  
stoppage of play regardless 
where it takes place. As well, 
the league adopted new rules 
that~aliow for time-oats and 
the additional markings on 
the ice that will separate 
opposing players during 
face-offs. 
Each team will be allowed 
one 30-second time-out at 
any point during a contest 
while there is a stoppage of 
play. Two lines will be 
marked on both sides of each 
of the corner faceoff circles 
instead of the single line 
which separated the players 
in previous years. 
The Terrace Figure "encouraged to bring their Development Course and Jeannies qualifications are 
$katingClub will be starting skates. Also there wdl be a also attending summer 4th figure, silver free skate 
it's seventh season next skate exchange and skating school in Victoria to work on and Junior silver dances. As 
weck and will be holding two dresses will be available, her Gold dances. Brenda's an amateur J'eannie skated 
registration days. The first The Club is instituting some qualifications are5th figure, at Port Alberni and the 
will be on Tuesday Sep- new programs this year and silver free skate and senior Racquet Club of Victoria. 
temherSthfrom4 p.m. to6 is lookingforwardtoanother silver dances. Prior to Jeannie also attended a 
p.m. in the Senior Citizen's very successful season, turning professional Brenda Professional Development 
room at the Arena. For those skated at the Racquet Club Course this summer and we 
unable to make the first Again this year the of Victoria and the North know she will be a valuable 
registration there will be a Terrace FigureSkatingChib Shore Winter Club in Van- addition to our Professional 
secondon Saturday Septem will be employing two couver. 
borPthfroml p.m. to4 p.m. Professionals.  Brenda Jeannie Arthurs is new to Staff. Both Brenda and 
at the same location. For all Solley, who has taught in the Club this year. She has Jeannie will be taking 
those registering on Sep- Terrace for the last two seven years teaching ex- bookings for private lessons 
tember 5th the ice will be years, has returned after perience which includes as well as giving group 
available for a "FUN "spending part of the summer clubs at Port Alberni, Vie- lessons to the Beginner and 
SKATE" and everyone i s  attending a Professional toria and Lake Cowichan. Junior skaters. 
Boxer dies in auto mishap 
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. CP- private road near here, The local coroner said 
PaulTbe Investment Nilsen, authorities said. Nilsen's kullwas crushed in 
who was to have met George Police official W.E. the accident. 
Chuvalo in an October bout Thompson said Nilsen, 30, of A passenger in the car, 
for the Canadian heavy Toronto failed to negotiate a Janice Lynn Hollo, 29, of 
• weight boxing title, was sharp turn near the beach Toronto, was treated in 
killed today when the car he and was pronounced dead at hospital and released, 
was driving overturned on a the scene, authorities said. 
Nilsen, virtually inactive Fishing report during the last three years, has not had sufficient fights 
for his name to appear in the 
Dou Pearson, Custom Sports Ring Record Book since 1975. 
Ude 3.6 ft. at 7:00AM Through 1974, Nilsen had a 12 
High tide 13.3 ft. at 7:00 PM 11 record. 
In Toronto, Irving 
Men's/and Women's Amateur Self results 
SYDNEY, N.S. (CP) --  
Matthew Shaw of Wet 
Paradise, N.S. fired a three- 
under-par 69 to lead the field 
of 125 following completion 
of the first round of the 
Canadian junior golf cham- 
pionship at the Lingan 
Country Club. 
Shaw recorded six birdies 
of the 18-hole, 6,600-yard par- 
72 course to finish four 
strokes ahead of Richard 
Sepp of Mount Hope, Ont., 
Dan Maue of Kitehener, 
Ont., and Rick Gibson of 
Victoria. Quebec, with con- 
sistent rounds of 74 by 
Montrealers James Duff and 
JeanLoulse Lamarre and a 
76 from Eric Kaufmenis of 
Aylmer, led the provincial 
team competition with a 224 
score. 
The rookie Ontario squad, 
led by a solid round of '/4 by 
Stewart Ranft of Port 
Curling, a 76 from Dan 
Mijovic of Toronto and a 77 
from Michael Belgrade of 
Woodstock, trailed Quebec 
by three strokes. 
The surprising New 
Brunswick team was third 
with 228 followed by British 
Columbia at 237, Saskat- 
chewan and Nova Scotia at 
238, Alberta and Manitoba t 
240, Prince Edward Island at 
246 and Newfoundland at 248. 
The provincial • competition 
ends today.and following the 
round the field will be pared 
to the low 70 and ties. The 
junior title will be decided 
Saturday. 
HAPPY WITH •SCORE 
Shaw said he might have 
sbota 65 but admitted thet he 
was happy" with the only 
score under 70. 
"There were a couple of 
boles where I misplayed the 
shot but on the whole my 
driver and putter were 
working well," he said. 
Sepp fired two birdies and 
one bogie on the front nine 
but faltered on the back nine 
taking bogies on the 12th, 
15th and 17th holes. 
Kaufmanis, who entered 
the tournament as the 
favorite, complained that his 
putter deserted him on the 
front nine, 
Kaufmanis showed signs 
of recovering from his front 
nine score of 41 by taking two 
birdies and firing one under 
par 35 on the back nine. 
Seven others were tied at 
74 with five at 76, seven at 77 
and seven at 79. 
Shaw said he hopes to 
duplicate his 69 today and 
confidently predicted three 
more sub-par ounds. 
Tournament officials said 
Shaw has an outside chance 
at becoming the first Nova 
Scotlan to win the junior 
championship since Lea 
Windsor turned the trick in 
1952. 
CHARLOTTETOWN (CP) 
- -  Anne Gookin of 
Monument, CoL, and Anne 
Tachan of Winnipeg were co- 
leaders after first-round 
action Wednesday at the 
eighth Canadian senior 
ladies' golf championships. 
Gookin, formerly of Truro, 
N.S., had ~ chance to play 
three rounds on the 6,237- 
yard par-75 Belevedere Golf 
and Winter Club course prior 
to the tournament. 
The practice paid off 
Wednesday as she fashioned 
a 39 on the front nine and 
came home with a 41 on the 
back for a five.overpar 80 
and a share of the tour- 
nament lead. 
Gookin first played the 
Belvedere course in 1952 as 
Anne Flemming when she 
lost the Maritime title to Lib 
Conner, now captain of the 
Nova Scotia team. 
Playing as a United States 
entry, although she retains 
her Canadian citizenship, 
Gonkin's core will not count 
for any provincial team 
total. 
Tachan, a veteran 
member of the Manitoba 
team, said after her first 
round she felt she had played 
well. 
"The greens were heavy 
but after a couple of holes I
knew what to expect and 
settled own," Tachan said. 
ONTARIO LEADS 
After first-round inter- 
provincial team play, On- 
tario had a total of 250, good 
enough for a five-stroke l ad 
• over British Columbia. 
Ontario's lead was due in 
large part to the opening 
round 82 carded by Betty 
Ingrain of BelleviUe who, in 
spite of her score, had 
trouble on the greens. 
"I didn't sink a four-footer 
all day," she said. Her 82 
was good enough for third 
place in the individual 
competiton. 
The other members of the 
Ontario team are captain 
Katherine Helleur, Edie 
Creed and Mary Marvin, all 
of Toronto. 
Margaret Todd, B.C. team 
captain, said she's confident 
her team can bounce back 
today and overtake Ontario. 
Manitoba was five strokea 
hack of B.C. in third spot fol- 
lowing team play Wed- 
nesday when they compiled 
a 260, four strokes up on 
fourth-place Quebec which 
cai'ded a 264. 
Nova Scotia was well back 
in fifth place at 280 followed 
by Saskatchewan t 282, New 
Brunswick at 295, P.E.I. at 
300 and Newfoundland at 305. 
Alberta is not entered this 
year. 
In individual competition, 
Joan Lawson of Victoria, 
B.C., is in a three-way tie for 
fourth with Ontario's Creed 
and Helleur. All three fired 
openinground B3s. 
Ron 6uidry wins his 19th 
".,By.~ . "'THE~'" Darrell Porter drove in~ iri ¢i~~t*artd~'~i~ce~be~hg :''~Biv~the~.Cal3tinale''aJ4"2 
, "ASSOCIATED PRESS. ~, '~  four runs with three singles, ~ fdafled'up fi'bm'Richm0~d'0rf'= vtctoryovdr Houston ~Ak~. 
New York Yankespitching ' "a sacrifice fly and his 14th July 12. It was Forsch's4fr~t-vi~tory 
ace Ron Guidry won his 19th home run and Pete LaCock Jerry Mumphrey's two. since June 30. 
game, tops in the major chased home three more run homercappedafour-run The start of the Pitt- 
since." 
Nilsen's best year was his Yankees past Baltimore 
first in 1969 When he put Orioles 5-4 with relief help 
together an 8 1 record. His from Rich Gossage, was 
moot prominent fight came struck on the inside of his left 
in 1972 when he met Britain's ankle by Ken Singieton's bat 
Joe Bugner. However, he on a strikeout o end the 
was knocked out in the seventh inning. 
second round by the former The Yankee hurler was 
British Empire champion, taken to hospital for 
The October bout was to precautionary xrays. 
have been Nilsen's first shot Cliff Johnson banged a 
at the Canadian title, runscoring single in the 
Ungerman, who once seventh to lift the Yankees 
managed Chuvalo and has over Baltimore. Guidry 
encouraged the41 year old to yielded a two-run homer to 
Doug DeCincea and a solo 
shot to Rick Dempsey, 
Dennis Eckersley posted 
his 16th victory with a five- 
hitter as Boston Red Sex 
edged Toronto Blue Jays 2-1 
in the first game of a twi- 
night doubleheader. Butch 
Hobson doubled across the 
tie-breaking run in the sixth 
inning for Boston. Toronto's 
lone run came on John May- 
berry's 21st homer of the 
Season. 
leagues, but was injured with a double, and three 
Wednesday night when he singles to back Larry Guru's 
was struck by a baseball bat. five-hit pitching as Kansas 
Guidry, who hurled the City Royats crushed Chicago 
White .Sex 12-0. It was 
Kansas City's third triumph 
in its last four games and in- , 
creased the Royals' 
American League West 
margin to two games over 
idle California. 
Milwaukee at Cleveland 
was rained out. 
HOT BATS 
In the National League, 
Lee Mazzilli and Lenny 
Randle each pounded out 
four hits as New York Mets 
St. Louis sixth inning to back sburghCincinnati game was 
Bob Forsch's four-hitter and delayed by rain. 
Umps seek improvements 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -- 
American League president 
Lee MacPhail testified 
Wednesday that major 
league baseball has no 
obligation to reopen egotia- 
tions with disgruntled um- 
pires who staged a one-day 
walkout last week. 
"We feeiwe have a valid 
agreement--that it's com- 
plete, that it has a no-strike 
clause," McPhail told a 
his National League counter- 
part. 
Both leagues obtained a 
temporary restraining order 
from District Court Judge 
Joseph McGlynn, but it came 
too late to avert last Friday's 
work stoppage. 
The games went on' as 
scheduled with amateur 
umpires, • retired 
professional umpires and 
collegiate officials working 
the bases and home plate. Douglas Channel fishing yesterday was again poor 
for Coho fishing, with most boats coming home with 
some bottomfish such as crabs, rock cod, red snapper, 
m, halibut. Right now is possibly the time we should be 
out trvinB for halibut. I f  you haven't ried for halibut 
befor~ fth~e spots to look for are any point or reef that is 
reasonably f iat and sandy, and of a depth of 80 ft. For 
the boaters that are determined to catch a Coho, some 
did come in the last couple of days, but they seem to be 
few and far between. 
Latest NFL outs 
Atlanta-Falcons cut line- 
backer Ron McCartney; 
obtain linebacker Garth Ten 
Napel from Detroit Lions for 
cash; claim running back 
Willie Shelby from Cin- 
cinnati Bengala. 
Baltimore Colts cut tackle 
Ken Novak, wide receiver 
Dexter Feaster, fullback 
Larry Watkins; sign special 
teams Tim Baylor and 
iinobacker Calvin O'Nnal to 
new contracts. 
Buffalo Bills re lease  
kicker Tom Dempsey, 
linehacker John Skorupan, 
tackle Bill Dunstan; place 
plaeektcker E rol Mann on 
waivers, running back Mike 
Collier on the injured 
reserve list. 
Chicago Bears sign run- 
ning back Mike Morgan, 
claim llnebacker Doug 
Bucker on waivers from 
Pittsburgh Steelers. 
Cincinnati Bengals cut 
safety Jerry Anderson, 
guard Greg Fairchild, tackle 
Ken Johnson, wide receiver 
John McDaniel, linebackers 
Ray Phill ips and Ron 
Shumon, running back Willie 
Shelby; sign safety Dick 
Jauron, claim defensive 
lineman l)ave Purelfoy from 
New England. 
Denver Broncos release 
tackle Glenn Hyde; waive 
wide receiver Steve Senini, 
iinebucker Charles Jackson; 
claim defensive back 
Maurlce Harvey from 
Oakland Raiders. 
Ungerman, promoter of the retire from the ring for some 
title bout with Chuvalo, said time, said he believes 
Chuvalo will seek out 
Nilsen's death was quite a another opponent. 
shock. 
"Bad news always hits you "George will find 
first thing," he said. 
ON Ills OWN 
Ungerman said Nilsen 
didn't have a regular 
manager and was "pretty 
much on his own." 
"Just about anybody 
handled him when a bout 
came up," he added. "He 
bad a bright future at the 
somebody," he said. "He 
wants to keep in there 
because the Canadian 
Pro fess iona l  Boxing 
Association keeps after him 
to defend his title." 
MoOoud 
Detroit Lions cut running start but ran into some. 
back John Brockington, trouble with the law and has 
offensive tackle Craig been floating around ever 
Hertw!g, centre Melvin 
Mitchell, defensive nd Dan 
Gray, running back Ken 
Cailicutt, defensive back 
Mike Burns; place defensive 
hack Lem Barney on the 
injured-waived list; acquire 
offensive tackle Brad Oates 
from St. Louis Cardinals. 
Houston Oilers cut cor- 
nerback Zeke Moore, punter 
Jerrei Wilson, quarterback 
Tommy Duniven, tackle 
Keven Hunt, wide receiver 
Johnny Dirden, safety Guido 
Merkens; place defensive 
end Jim Mol on the injured 
reserve list. 
Kansas City Chiefs claim 
wide receiver John Mc- 
Daniel from Cincinnati 
Bengals. 
Los Angeles Rams place 
inebecker Dave Norton and 
offensive tackle Gus Cop- 
pens on injury reserve list. 
Minnesota Vikings cut 
linebacker Ron Olsonoski, 
defensive back David Shaw; 
claim tackle Lyman Smith 
from Miami Dol.phins and 
linebacker Paul Harris from 
Tampa Bay Bueca-neers; 
place tackle Carl Eller in an 
exempt category. 
New England Patriots cut 
defensive back Bob Howard, 
iinebecker Tim Petersen, 
defensive lineman Dave 
Pureifory. 
sues 
DETROIT (AP) -- At- 
torneys for Dale McCourt Ouches olJnJe said Wednesday they hope to 
win a preliminary injunction Saturday ~ allow the young centre to 
join Detroit Red Wings when 
A Minor Soccer .Coaches they open preseason camp 
Clinic will be held Saturday, Sept. 18. 
September .2, 10:30 A.M. at The injunction request is 
the soccer field behind part of a federal court 
Skeens Secondary School, lawsuitaimed atoverturning 
with Ted Perry, Graham 
Parmar, and Mike Brady 
instructing. All minor soccer 
coaches, as well as anyone 
interested incoaching minor 
soccer in the future are 
asked to attend. The clinic is 
also open to  anyone who 
would like to learn more 
about the game of soccer. 
a National Hockey League 
arbitration judge's decision 
awarding McCourt to Los 
Angeles Kings as com- 
pensation for Detroit's 
acquisition of goaltender 
Rogatien Vachon. 
McCourt "is steadfast in 
his position that he does not 
want to report to the Kings 
For further information, and does not feel he has to," 
please contact Mike Brady attorney Brian Smith of 
at 638-1884. Troy, Mich,, told a news. 
conference Wednesday. 
. U.S. District Court here, 
names as defendants the Briefs its parent 
organization California 
ATTENDANCE Sports, Inc., the NHL 
DOUBLED Players Association and the 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- Red Wings. 
San Francisco Giants' of the Judge Robert DeMascio 
National Baseball League hassctashow-causebearing 
has doubled last year's total for Sept. 13, and Smith said 
home at tendance- -by  attorneys hope at that time 
reaching 1,429,-265 with the to win an injunction allowing 
Tuesday crowd of 34,174 McCourt to stay in Detroit 
which saw the Giants play pending resolution of the 
New York Mets. suit. 
routed San Francisco Giants 
10-4. Mazzilli scored three 
runs and batted in three, two 
coming on a homer, while 
Willie Montanez added a 
three-run homer to the Mets' 
attack. 
Rookie left.bander Larry 
McWiliams posted his 
seventh straight victory as 
Atlanta Braves defeated 
Chicago Cubs 6-2. Mc- 
Wiliams, who hurled an 
eight.hitter, has a 7-0 record 
LATE SOORES 
Lions-11 Esks-18 
Ottawa-27 Calgary-16 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
" AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, investigate the advantages of this rent. 
to.own plan. All manias plid apply to purchase. IMW 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. Ist end 'ast 
monies rent and drive away. 
.EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 monfh  Base 
70 F 250 pici~uF i I 70 Econoliue Van '78 C 100 CMv i~ 
$148.00per month S138.00pw month $129.00per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
$2,175.00 $1,975.00 
or •simply return or simply return 
78 C.~lmaro HT 78 Zephyr Sndan 
$139.00 per monlh Si24.00 per month 
lease end price lease end pr ice  
$2,025.00 $1,S25.00 
$1,S75.00 
or simPlY return 
m ooc~, ;J,n 
$129.0@ per month 
lease and price 
$1,S15.00 
or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. '"  ~11 FI$O 4 x 4 is urns i .u ,a: :  
$99.00 per m0n~ I ilS$.00per month $13t.0Oper month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
~ JVJlE M 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION I 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS | 
COLL ECT 987-1111 | 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. | 
1160 MARINE DRIVE | 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C. D.00419A 
federal judge. 
"We don't hink we should 
he forced by the threat of a 
strike to reopen egotitions. 
We negotiated ~very issue 
raised by the umpires during 
the contract alks and we 
have no obligation to reopen 
those talks." 
The umpires, members of 
the American League 
Umpires Association, struck 
Fridayafter demanding 21 
new benefits outlined in a 
telegram sent Aug. 16 to 
MacPhail and Chub Feeney, 
Wednesday's hearing was 
on a motion flied by the two 
leagues for a temporary in- 
junction to prevent the 
umpires from striking when 
the 10-day temporary 
restraining order expires. 
The umpires are seeking 
improvements in a contract 
that runs through 1981. They 
want three one-week 
vacations during the regular 
season, job security after 
three years, cost-of-living 
increases and increased is- 
ability benefits. 
I 
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• , .inlm-f ,ffi, l ' Ghiefs  to Trave l  ' 
I The Queen Charlottes celebrate ! FREDERICTON (Cp) - -  iiself above the laws of men Canadian Indians agreed and God, Ernest Benedict, 
Wednesday to,send 300 or an Indian elder from St. 
The Queen Char lo t te  
Islands must be one of the 
more unusual places B.C. 
Hydro has a district office. 
And this year the power 
district there was the only 
Hydro unit to achieve a B.C. 
Safety Council Award of Ex- 
cellence. 
But the safety banquet 
organized to" celebrate the 
award, took the biscuit for 
originality. 
Octopus, abalone, venison, 
spring Salmon, Dungeness 
crab, razor clam chowder, 
halibut and wild greens headed 
the menu at a Natural Foods 
Feast held in Tlell. 
"People eat a lot more 
natural foods here than in the 
cities, partly just because of 
availability," said district 
manager Dan Bowditch. "Self- 
sufficiency is more popular." 
He said the idea for the meal 
came from subforeman line- 
health (and,safety) 
Some of those aitendln0 the safety banquet(from the right)Queen Charlotte City patrolman 
Jim Betteridge, truck driver Wilfred Penkridge, senior clerk Pat Bates, Ursula Bowdltoh wife 
of Q.C. dlatrlct manager and North Coast Division manager Tad Davla. 
banquet was the second such 
event. 
Celebrations lasted over the TIelI. 
weekend 
dinner, can drop in on Sunday." 
He added that the baiiquet's 
location in Tlcil, about 65 
kilometres from Masset and 
the same distance from Queen 
Charlotte City and Sandspit 
also meant hat no one in the 
widely-spread istrict had to 
travel an extreme distance. 
Dancing followed the safety 
presentations. And next morn- 
ing North Coast power district 
manager Einar Field added to 
the health and fitnessflavor of 
the proceedings by running the 
22 kilometres from* Port 
Clements to TlelL • 
"We're planning a cam- 
paign to promote physical 
fitness in the division this 
fall," he said. " I  thought his 
might start it off.Y' 
The festivities ended with an 
enormous breakfast on Sun- 
day morning followed by the 
inevitable clear-up, leaving the 
with the most "We've got a lot of shift 24 Queen Charlotte district 
man Larry Hale, though The food wasn't the only families spending Saturday workers at the diesel plants," employees and their families, 
everyone in the district helped distinctive aspect of  the ban- night in tents around the Bowditch said. "And  this way proud of their unique pacific 
with preparations. This year's quet, however• fishing and hunting lodge in those who can't make it to the island paradise• 
I 
Canada 14 
Canada 14 
..p 
.Travel Les kx~l .  Lea voyaqe~. 
Life Style Series Continues 
oIFrAWA - The Honourable 
J.~, Giilea Lamontagne,, 
Postmaster General, an- 
neanosd today that four 14- 
cent stamps picturing Inuit 
art will be issued on 27 
September 1978. 
The four now stamps are 
• series begun last year which The stamps will be printed stencil print ot an airplane products, whether shirts or 
portrays the Inuit life-style in two pairs, with the first and an ivory sculpture o fa .  machines, are usually 30 per e t below prices of 
through their art. The showing a drawing of a dogteam and dogsled, by Canadian-made goods. I 
stamps illustrate both the woman on foot, by Pitseoisk, Abraham Kingmentook. have been able to obeerve no 
The 48 million stamps will 
the second instaihnent in the 
Did you know that we buy other inducement o buy 
tractors from Russia? Iron-Curtain; quality is 
A few years ago, we ira- inferior, workmanship is 
ported our first Russian reminiscent of our enriy- 
tractors. They were slow to days hand manufaet .uring 
catch on and were bought and I shudder to think about 
mostly in the prairie the availability of parts. 
provinces. They are now Looking over the several 
available at your local sizes of tractors, I was 
dealer's establishment, amazed at the combination 
I do not buy Communist- of old and new. Hand 
made goods. I have my painting of parts, for 
rsasoos and l am firm in that example, and a modern 
decision. However, I am diesel engine. Tires were 
intrigued hy this evidence of accidentally painted with 
increased trade with Iron yellow and then repainted 
Curtain countries. Why, for black, by hand. Castings are 
example, do we buy a generally unfinished. Thick 
product hat is produced in paint is used to cover ira- 
abundance in Canada? Is the perfections. Sheet metal is 
quality better; or the price? poorly fi'tted. 
How do such goods compare One of my brothers drove a 
with, say, Japanese or West large Russian tractor for an 
German products? The Alberta farmer. He monkey- 
(limited) Atrill report wrenched and awaited parts 
follows: and fought with it for several 
Price seems to be the weeks, finally refusing to use 
biggest inducement to buy it. By contrast, I have a 
Communist. Prices On all Massey.Harris that is still in 
top running condition after 
twenty-five years of use. 
Anyone whe buys a 
Communist-made product, 
deserves it. 
traditional and modern and a soapstone sculpture of 
means of transportation a sailing umiak, entitled be printed in five-colour 
used in the far North and Migration, by Joe Talurinili. lithography by Ashton- Lawyers Like Queen 
dramatically reflect the The second pair of stamps Potter Limited of Toronto 
rapidly changingeulture, pictures a stonecut-and- from the designs by 
• Reinherd Derreth of Van- H/~LIFAX (CP) -- A Canadian federalism were." 
couver, proposal that a Canadian One of them wasn't an Butt Out on its Way "Although relativelynew replece the Queen as head ef eternal dependence on 
• to the international art state drew less fire than Britain. he added. 
scene, Inuit art has been expected Wednesday from 
highly aeelaimed and ranks more than 700 lawyers at the REACTION NEGATIVE 
It may not be a red fire 
engine ready to put o0t a 
blaze, but the red and white 
Aetiea B.C. van with the 
large Kiwanis Crest will be a 
sure sign that help is on the 
way for teenagers who want 
to stop smoking. 
"Butt Out" is a smoking 
cessation program designed 
for teenagers. "Butt Out" 
will he delivered throughout 
the province during the next 
nine months. 
"We are really excited 
about this program" said 
Marie Traey, the Project 
Director, "we know that 
Jbd to 
Visit 
OTTAWA (CP) -- West 
German Defence Minister 
Hans Ape} will visit Canada 
next week to look at German 
training facilities in Shilo, 
Man., and have discussions 
with Defence Minister 
Barney Danson, the defence 
department announced 
v~uy. 
Apel will arrive at 
Canadian Forces Base 
Winnipeg from Germany 
Monday for discussions with 
Danaon and Maj.-Gen. K.J. 
Thorneycrof t ,  deputy 
eommander of air com- 
mand. 
He will tour Canadian 
Forces Base Shllo and the 
German army training 
establishment there before 
going to Canadian Forces 
Base Celd Lake, Alia. He will 
go on to Ottawa for talks with 
senior dofence department 
effleisls Sept. 7. 
He goes to Canadair Ltd. in  
Montreal Sept. 8 for 
briefings and aircraft 
demonatra tions before 
touring North American Air 
Dofence (NORAD) regional 
headquarters in North Bay. 
He will return to Germany 
from North Bay on Sept. 8. 
/ 
teenagers are looking at the 
smoking adult population 
and questioning their 
rationale for continuing to 
smoke, when there are so 
many reasons to stop 
Teenagers are choosing to 
quit smoking rather than end 
up becoming dependent, life 
long, cigarette users." 
Teenagers ee the clouds of 
eigarette smoke for what it 
really is. air pollution. They 
watch the phoney world of 
smoking and the cigarette 
advertisers promise of "the 
good life", which is really 
just an expensive way to get 
had breath and lose ones 
personal freedom. 
Over half of all smoking 
teenagers want to quit 
smoking aceording, to 
questionnaires issued In 
Vancouver schools. The 
questionnaires, which were 
issued to 1O,000 students in 
grades 10, 11 and 12, also 
show that fewer boys are 
smoking: 18.5 percent of 
boys smoke compared with 
27.1 .percent of girls in the 
same grades• 
Today's focus is on 
maintaining ood health in 
order to enjoy life to the 
fullest. "Butt Out" and the 
other Action B,C. projects 
have the meet up to date 
'information on, How to Stay 
Healthyl How to Feel Great l 
How to Get in Shape! and 
How to Quit Smokingt 
The red and white van will 
he arriving in Terrace on 
October Ist, 2nd and 3rd. 
Scholarships Announced 
Mr. J.R. Peters, President 
of British Columbia 
Television, and Mr. John 
Schaffter, Headmaster ofSt. 
Michael's University School 
in Victoria, this week an- 
nnuneed the recipients of 
the first annual BCTV 
Scholarships. 
The following boys and 
girls will now complete their 
secondary education at St. 
Michael's University School: 
Gceff Dirks of Clearbrook, 
Karen Gustofson of Forest 
Grove, Louis Hildobrant of 
Prince George, Judy 
Johnson of Courtenay, Ross 
Kelleway of Surrey, •Drew 
Lane of Coquitlam, Tom 
Martin of Victoria, Laurel 
Nell of North Vancouver, 
Barbara Samson of Camp- 
boll River and Susan Weseen 
of Smithers. 
The BCTV Scholarship 
program was established 
this year, to provide an 
enriched, quality education 
to promising students, 
especially those from small 
isolated communities, who 
might not otherwise be able 
to make the most of their 
abilities. More than 250 
students from throughout 
British Columbia pplied for 
this year's BCTV Scholar- 
ships. 
Oeoidon Welcomed 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Labor 
Minister Allan Williams said 
Wednesday he welcomes a 
court decision upholding an 
arbitration award made to 
hospital workers. 
Williams said the hearing 
was the first test of the 
Essential Services Disputes 
Aet and the judgment in- 
dieatss the legislation is 
workable. 
On Tuesday, the British 
Columbia Supreme Courf 
upheld b three-yenr contract 
awarded to workers at 103 
B.C. hospitals. 
The arbitration award, re- 
quested by the Hospital Em- 
ployees Union under 
provisions of the act, was 
challenged by the Health 
Labor Relations Association, 
bargaining agent for the 
hospitals. 
Williams refused • to 
comment on the remarks by 
Justice George Murray that 
the legislation was poorly 
written. 
He said he expects both 
sides to get together to 
imnlement the award. 
with any other art form," 
said Mr. Lamontagne in. 
making his announcement. 
"This stamp series will 
greatly improve southern 
Canada's understanding of 
life in the North." 
Outs Delayed 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Robert 
Andras, treasury board 
president, indicated Wed- 
sday it may be aimther 
week before taxpayers find 
out how the government 
plans to shave at least 
another $1 billion from its 
current and planned spew 
(ling. 
He told reporters as he en- 
tered a cabinet meeting that 
he had decided not to reveal 
the next stage of the 
proposed spending cuts this 
week. 
However, he added, there 
may be announcements from 
other cabinet ministers 
about initiatives in the 
government's eeonomic- 
recovery plan that Prime 
Minister Trudeau promised 
in a national address Aug. I. 
Earlier this week, officials 
in Andras' office said they 
expec~d Andras to an- 
nounce Thursday morning 
another package of spending 
reductions to follow the $1.5 
billion in cuts he made public 
Aug. 17. Most of the 
reductions come from future 
spending plans, rather than 
from current spending. 
It is known already that, 
even after the spending cuts, 
federal spending next year 
will still rise by about nine 
per cent or $4.4 billimt to 
around $52.7 billion. The 
deficit to he covered by 
borrowing in the current ~ ar likely will move up to tween $11.6 billion and 
$11.6 billion from the 
forecast made in last April's 
budget of $11.5 billion. 
i i i  
Since working with the 
visually handicapped is often 
on a one to one basis, 
vohmteei's play an important 
part in the doily activity of 
the CNIB. At present here 
are over 45,000 volunteers 
active in the organization, 
but there is always room for 
one more. 
Canadian Bar Association 
convention. 
They jammed an 
auditorium here to question 
authors of a constitutional 
report about the proposal, 
one of 133 in the report. 
Many expressed affection 
for the Queen as head of 
state and some said they 
feared that replacing her 
with a Canadian would mean 
political appointments. 
But Douglas Brown of 
Vaneonver, one of the 12 
authors of the report, said its 
underlying philosophy is "a 
fa i th  in the Canadian 
people." 
Brown said he heard 
lawyers ay that a "political 
hack" would be appointed if
a Canadian became head qf 
state. 
He pointed to Canadians 
who have held the post of 
governorgeneral: Vincent 
Massey, Georges Yanier, 
Roland Michener and Jules 
Leger. 
"Look at them," Brown 
said. 
"We asked what the 
essential attributes of 
The audience applauded 
him. However, most reaction 
to the head of state proposal 
was negative. 
Mr. Justice Kenneth 
MacKay of Montreal said he 
opposed itbecause the Queen 
is a symbol of uni~, in 
Canada. 
MacKay complained that 
the report offered not l~  to 
nonFreneh, Canadians in 
Quebec whose rights "have 
been taken away from 
them." 
He Was also app'lanae~. 
"Let's take this and throw 
it in the garbage," Bill 
Thompson of Peterborongh, 
Ont., proposed. He said the 
report is divisive. 
Brendan O'Brien of 
Toronto complained that in 
the sketch of Canada on the 
hack cover of the report, 
Quehee's Antieosti Island 
was larger than Prince 
Edward Island. 
Joseph Potte of Toronto 
said the' authors hould not 
have taken a pssition on "a 
hot political issue." 
For Private Useor Business 
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more of their chiefs to 
Britain and France in a fight 
against proposed con- 
stitotional reforms. 
A resolution approving the 
unprecedented trip was 
passed unanimously, by 
*delegates tothe ninth annual 
assembly of the National 
Indian Brotherhood. 
Regis Reseve near Cornwall, 
Ont., told the assembly. 
So we .must again remind 
these human instruments 
that they are not above the 
laws of compassion and 
justice. They are but in- 
struments of the people they 
serve." 
George Erasmus, leader of 
the Dene Nation in the • It is likely the trip will take 
place next spring, said one Northwest Territories, said 
Brotherhood official, his people favor the trip, but 
There are 510 Canadian In- only ff the chiefs do not go 
dian chiefs but tyot all likely bogging. 
would be able to make the 'THIS IS OUR LAND' 
trip so the Brotherhood was 
contemplating bringing 
about 300, he said. 
The resolution said the 
delegation of chiefs is to 
inform' the Queen, her 
British prime minister and 
foreign secretary, that they 
do not Want the constitution 
patriated to Canadian soil 
"where the white immigrant 
governments can further 
jeopardize the rights of 
Indian governments." 
The. trip would include a 
stop in Paris where the 
chiefs would seek the sup- 
port of the French govern- 
ment-an idea put forward 
by Quebec delegates. 
Chief Max Gros-Lonis aid 
the treaty ending the British- 
French war over Canada 
recognized treaties ,made 
between the French and 
Indian nations. The French 
government could be a~ed 
to tell Britain to observe real 
treaty, he said. 
'SUN BEGAN TO SET' 
"When the sun began to set 
on the British Empire the 
Queen gave Africa back to 
the Africans," said Clive 
Linklater, a former 
Brotherhood vice.president 
who helped put together the 
trip idea. 
"But the Queen (Victoria) 
gave Canada to the wrong 
people." 
Approval of the resolution 
underlines Brotherhood is. 
satisfaction with con- 
stitutionai reform proposals 
presented to Parliament in 
June by the Trudeau 
government. Indians have 
complained plans to bring 
the constitution to Canada 
for •amendment do not 
recognize native rights and 
Indian special status. 
The British Parliament 
would have to approve the 
law to send the constitution, '* 
the British North America 
Act, to Canada. 
The reforms come from a 
overnmeot that considers 
"There is nothing we 
should he asking for,", said 
Erasmus. "This is-our land. 
We should take it." 
That was seen as a cell for 
Indian savereignty;-for all 
Indians to assert hemselves 
as nations and to govern 
themselves. Erasmus has 
demanded the federal 
government torn over much 
of the Mackenzie River 
Valley of the N.W.T. to the 
Dene, who would rule t~m- 
selves. 
• Prime Minister Trudeau 
has said there can never be 
any ethnic states in Canada. 
Dave Ahenakew, president 
of the Saskatchewan 
Federation of Indians, 
supported the call from 
Erasmus, saying leaders of 
Canada's major political 
parties are meaningless to 
Indians. 
Joe Dion, Alberta Indian 
association president, said 
the visit to the Queen might 
prove needless. If delegates 
were sincere about 
sovereignty, they should be 
prepared to take other ac- 
tion--each as no longer being 
British subjects or Canadian 
citizens. 
PERFUME BANNED 
BRISBANE tAP) -- The 
Queensland state health 
department has banned the 
yves saint Laurent perfume 
Opium, saying the name 
misrepresents he contents 
of the bottle. The ~partment 
said the perfume, which sells 
for $100 an ounce, could be 
marketed in the state if the 
name was changed. 
BOMB FOUND 
TEL AVIV (AP) - -  The 
22nd bomb found in Israeli 
territory in two weeks 
slightly wounded an Arab 
night wat~Jlman out~ide ti~..~j 
ed~atim~mtnist~offloe J~% 
Jenin in the cecupied W~t .... 
Bank of the Jordan River, a 
government spokesman said 
Wednesday .  
Didriot of Terrace 
Ii0TIOE OF ?EAIIIll6 
(Seo. 873 Municipal bt)  
Take Notice that the Municipal Council of 
the District of Terrace, sitting as a Council 
pursuant to Section 873 of the Municipal Act 
will, at the hour of 7:00 in the afternoon on 
Monday, September 11th, 1978, in the 
Council Chambers of the Municipal 
Building, hear representations by the 
Building inspector and others as to why the 
following premises or parts thereof should 
be declared a nuisance: 
.. !. 4515 Haugland, folio 00070.000, legal lot 
A, 61k. 17, D.I.. 360, Plan 1949. 
• .2. 4940 McDeek,  fo l io  06274.000, legal  lot 2 
of lot I except part included in PI. 4660, 61k. 
4, D.L. 611, Plan 3604. 
• .3. 4826 Agar, folio 06059.000, legal lot 5, 
61k. 5, BIk. 3, D.L. 611, Plan 2063. 
• .4. 5028 Agar, folio 06093.000, legal lot 7, 
BIk. 5, D.L. 611, Plan 3080. 
• .5. 4437 Park, folio 05305.005, legal lot 12, 
BIk. 3, D.L. 369, Plan 972. 
..6. 4634 Park, folio 1117.000, legai lot 11, 
D.L. 361, Plan 1265. 
• .7. 4721 Olson, folio 1552.000, legal lot 9; 
D.L. 361, Plan 4478. 
..8. 4824 Straume, folio 2909.000, legal lot 10, 
BIk. 34, D.L. .362, Plan 6205. 
And Further Take Notice that should the 
Council declare that any of the premises or 
parts thereof be a nuisance, then Council 
will be asked to order that the same be 
removed, pulled down or otherwise 
destroyed. 
And Further Take Notice that should you 
wish to make representation to the Council 
regarding the premises listed above, you 
may appear at that time, date and place to 
make your representation to Council. 
This Notice is given by the Council of the 
District of Terrace this 31st day of August, 
1978. 
Dianne Dorr ington 
Act ing C le rk .Admin is t ra tor  
e 
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,mmmm 
right to'classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
orrelect any advertisement 
and. to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, a'ndto repay ~ 
fha customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within lOdays of expiry of an 
advertisement w i l l  be 
destroyed unless mail ing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims ef errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
verflser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing In the ad- 
vertlsemant as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertise r for only one in- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements ° must 
comply with the British 
Co!umbla Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
'or place of origin, or because 
'his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
'Justified by a :bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week- 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less 82.00 per 
Insertion, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in. 
serftons $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
Monday to Friday, mornings 
PUBLISHER 
Laurie Mallett 
SUBSCRI PTION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British. Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 39% Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
' Telephone: 
112.604-635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
J' CO.,,G.ENTS 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion, 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 malled. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate llne. 
Mlnlm.um charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00~p.m. 2 days prior to. 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day 
publication day. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of $5.00 on all 
The Catholic Womens 
League (C.W.L.) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, the last Saturday in 
October, at Verltes Hall. 
'Registration for this 
season's Terrace Figure : schedule willbe explained 
The Kltlmat Museum shows 
during August and Sep- 
tember with the permission 
of our Provincial Museum a 
special exhibit on Indian 
Rock carvings and Pain. 
tings. We display as well 
Eskimo Stone Prints from 
the Winnipeg Art Gallery. 
The Museum Is open from 12 
- S except Sundays and In 
September except Sundays 
and Mondays. 
Skating Club will be held 
Tuesday, September 5from 4 
• 6 p.m. and Saturday, 
September 9 from I .  4 p.m. 
at the Terrace arena senior 
citizens room. The club Is 
open to both boys and girls 
and there are no age limits. 
This year's club pros will be 
Brenda Sally and Jeanne 
Arther. 
Reprints of photos which 
appear in The Herald are 
now available through our 
office• 5x7 prints are $4 each 
and 8x10 prints are $6. 
Photos can be ready within 
48 hours from the time the 
• order Is made. All reprints 
must be prepaid. Far more 
Information drop Into our 
office at 3212 Kalum, or write 
us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 4B4. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any. 
old, broken or used pleces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
. Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
ATTENTION 
All people Interested In 
Commercial Hockey. There 
will be a General Meeting on 
Monday, September 11th at 
the Senior Citizen Room at 
the TERRACE ARENA at 8 
o'clock sharp. I 
It Is very Important hat all 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
'~ Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
players and coaches, 
managers, referees and Weight W-atchors mletln~l 
Interesfed people f• run for heldev~y Tuesday at 7 p/n. 
office positions attend, at the KfleX United Church 
Hil l ,  4907 Lqzofla Avenue.' 
Skeena Health Unit ' 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C, .. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
- Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30- 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment, 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
munlzatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
Skeena District Girl Guides THE HOBBY HUT. WANTED Beautiful amethyst & 
would like to announce the Cenamic supplies 'and ACCOUNTING STAFF Diamond ring. Appraised at 
opening of a Land Ranger Greenware, air ~bruShlng $450.00. Phone 632-5826. (c2. 
Company In the Thornhlll available ..,custoM1 firing.'., Some ~'ormal training In 31) 
area. Glrls between the ages 3936McNeil S t .  ~" accounting basics preferred Tradeor Swap: A3bedroom 
of 14 and 18 who are In. 635.9393 but not mandatory. At least Saturday Sap. 2; 2 Garage deluxe moblle home. Lots of 
terested please call 635-3061 three years practical ex- sales 10 AM to 2 PM. Royal trees, greenhouse, addition, 
or 638.1269 (ctf) •OLDEH RULE perlence. *Good working Road, New Remo. Follow fireplace, etc. All fenced, for 
. ~  Oddiobsforthe Jobless. :'knowledge of payroll, ac- signs off highway 16. (p3-1) 2or 3 bedroom house, with a 
Rape Relief Phone 635.4535. 3230 Kalum " counts payable-receivables basement on t/~ or 1 acre lot. 
Abortion Councelling .'processes. Some purchasing Girls Ice skates, size 13, In Gossen or Copperside. 
& Crisis Line for " ' DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP . knowledge required. Must womanly six times, like new Phone 63S.7074or write. Box 
Women Reconditioned bikes and have at least 40 wpm ac. condition. Asking $20. 635- 1183 careof Terrace Herald. 
• 638.8388 repairs, curate typing. Salary 3642 after 6 p.m. (3-1 stf) (c5-22) 
• ~ Reasonable rates, commensuratewlth raining 
A Heather.Tartan Society Is 1931 Queensway Dr. and experience. Gun Repairs, refinishing, re- 
being formed with the in- Apply in writing only to: blueing, scope mounting, 
terest of promoting Scottish ABLE ELECTRICLTD; sighting, gunsmlthin'g. 
cultural Interest and events. Eledrlcal and Refrigeration S E C R E T A R Y . Qualit.y work, fast service. 
Interested persons should contract. TREASURER'S OFFICE Parts available for almost Male cat to glve away. Lifter 
contact Eleanor Halley at "House wiring. School• District ,No. 92 any gun. At Queensway trained. Has had It's shots. 
635.2496 as soon as possible. ; lk$5.SS76 (Nlsgha) Trading, 3215 Kalum. Phone Call nights after 8, 635-2877. 
(eft) 4548 Lakelse Avenue, 638-1613. (ca-8) stf 
- -  Terrace, B.C. 
(C3-1) 
Needed, Avon represen- 
the followingservlces- tatives In the following -.. " W A N T E D  
- Activity Centre for han- areas:. . 
dicrafis -- Golf Course, Krumm Road, 
• Day "Care fo r  working Lost: 4 year old golden.red Hospital, 4700 Block Davis, 
people collie. Male. Between Park, Lazelle. Phone 635.  Welders - Fitter Fabricators. Machinist. 
. Drop.in for companionship ..,Terrace & Klt!mat. Any 2517. (ctf) to work  in union shop in Prince George. 
&coffee, Information please contact 
Monday thru Friday 8 .4 .  632-7654 collect. (c5.5) Full or part-time. Here is an All benefits. 
Transportation available. 'opportunity to earn extra 
Contact Skeenavlew Ledge Lost. Male beardog. Grey money, $6.$8 per hour. Contact Q.M. Industries Ltd., Terrace, 
635-2265 mix colour. Reward for Training is available. For B.C, 635-6267 - Dale Robinson. 
return. 638-1490. (5 -1 )  interviews. Call Joan 638. 
The F~amiJY Violence 8392 anytime. (Fuller Brush) 
(ctf) 
19, H ELPWANTED 
Committee will be holding an. 
important General Meeting 
at The Kermede Friendship Wanted  respons ib le  
Centre, on Wednesday caretaker with mobile hom e 
September 6th, at 7:3Q p.m. J 1o operate a mobile home MaoMIL I J IN  BLOEDEL 
I '  park In Terrace. Free space 
Terrace Child Minding WE NEED YOU I rent & commission. Contact 
Cedtre will be holding an Lathe. Engine and Turret I F.L. Janauer 638.8233 after 7 Fallers required at Juskatla. 
I P.m. (p10-5) open house Friday, ~ Sep- . Operators ~.12.hour 
ternber 1, from 9"30 a m. to 4 . . . . . . .  
. . . .  " _ . , * '~ .  . ' f i l l i ng  N l¢ lO l lne  • ~0eraTo l~ 
p.m. at melr new ounolng at S9.12-hour 
4542 Park Avenue. Refresh. Radial Drill Operators 
meats will be served The • ' sa.59.hour 
open house will give parents B 
a chance to say goodbye to 1 Able to set up and operate.. 
last year s staff and llocation..Surrey, B.C. 
welcome the new staff and II 10 minutes from U.S. border 
will have the opportunity to | ~ min~ea !._r~n ,.N~__..Westmlnstor. 
_ . . • 3U minmes  morn  v~.M~uv~.  
tour tne new cemre. Par 1 Anl~e housing for rent or purchase. 
more information call 638- • At c.earmatic we produce fine 
Must have coastal falling experience. 
Camp facilities. I.W.A. rates. 
Phone collect 557.4212. Ask for Personnel 
Department. 
rims, GM-Chev, Phone 635. 
These are held at the Health 
prior 1o Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 - 4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pelntment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
,Classes are held throughout 
the year at intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 8211. quality industrial winanea. 4 AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN • • (mechanlcal and hydraulic) 
N.S.F. cheqUes, and registration, in a good v, orldng environmmt. 
. • . , . . . . . . .  ~ HOME ~UI~ING. CARE ~'.:OoY.ou. FeelYou Have • Take thls opportunity owork 5092 (ctf) 
WE DDI:i~G') : ,~D E,~,'C'R'I,I~:: ', Nursing.car~lr~'~he : o~e,fqr.; A Dr: nking~,Problem.? .. . .  ....... ~th.an ambinous team and ..~ ; 
TIONS" . . . . .  *~ ,~i. :;.. ~.'~;* ".. . . . . .  ,.-~ thosewh~'rleed it on referr&l ' There is help mjoylheadvadagesururallivlng. 72 Cortina $925, 36" metal 
No charge provided news from their family doctor. Available! Call us now .. or oontad your built-in O clearance 
submitted within one month. Terrace area only, Phone 635..5636 local Canada t,/~amowor Center f replace with chimney $380, for more Information 
$5.00 production charge for HEALTH PARADE ALCOHOLICS fireproof rug, Ideal rec room 
wedding and.or engagement For4yeai'oldchlldren. He ld  ANONYMOUS G~,'matlc rJmpany $125, phone 798-2494 (p3-22) Nm • 1321d Street 
pictures. News of weddings on third Monday of every Meetings: Sunrey, B.C. V3T 4)(4 
(write-ups) received one month. Developmental, Mon.: 8:30 p.m. United For Sale Piano. Oak, 6 
month or more after event vision, hearing screening Church months old. Like new con- 
$10.00 charge, with or done. Please phone for Thurs. or Sat. 8:30p.m. MIIIs Wanted chambermaid plus dltion. Phone635-7579after6. 
wlthout, pidure. Subject to appointment. Memorial Hospital. other duties. Steady part- (c5-16,18,20,22,2) 
condensation. Payable in PRENATAL BREATH NG Sun. Breakfast Meeting. time, leading to full-time. 
advance. & RELAXING EXEI~CISES 10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel. Starting $4.00 per hr. Only Handmade Coffee Table, 
Held every Monday at- mature, conclencous, lamps, tables, bulletin 
fernoon at 1:00.2:00 p.m. Gigantic Garage Sale. reliable person with ex- beards, misc., kitchen ar. 
• V.D. CLINIC Saturday & Sunday 9 a.m. to perlence & ref. need apply, tlcles, books, bookshelves. 
Held every Monday at 3:30 8p.m. 5124 McConnel, on the Write Box 1182, Terrace Many misc. items. Call 635- 
C L A S S I F I E D A N - ,or by appointment. ' bench. (p2-1) Herald 4351 after 5 p.m. (p2-22) 
NOUNCEMENTS: SANITATION ~ '  ~ ~!~i~ :~ :~ i ~ : : . : ~ . . . * . ~ : ; ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~  
The public health inspectors Learn to FJy.. Join Air ~ ~i~ .~. ' "~' ~'~:~" ::::~:::':::~~:~!:<~"::~:"~:~ ~E~" : . . . . . .  :~ ~:~:~'~"" " " ~ ~ "~ '~' ~'~ "' 
Births 5.50 are now situated in Eby Cadets, Terrace Squadron is ~ ~'~'~:~:~:~:~:~:~::~ ................ ~ ' ~ ~  ........................................... 
Engagements 5.50 Street. They will be pleased accepting applications for ~: :~ ~ r , . l ~ .  ~ . ~ : :  B r l ~ l l ~  ~. 
N~rrleges 5.50 io assist with any sanitation September. If you enjoy or ~ i ~  -~-= ~' 
Deaths 5.50 problems, think you would enjoy flying, .~.~::~ :~ .... : . .* ; :~.~;. 
Funerals 5.50. Speech and Hearing Clinic rifle range, outdoor a c- ~:~::~:~:~:~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~  G,..s , , , . to.A, . , . ,  ] ~  
Cards of Thanks 5.50 Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. tivltles and are between 13.18 .,~ .~,.~=~r~:~ 
Memorial Notices 5.50 Hearing tests will be done by years of age, please call: ~ i /~ l i  .~ . 
by referral fr'om family Mike Smith at 635.5036 or :~.~..:~.`.~:~:::~:~:~:::::::~:::~:~:~:~:~:~?~:~::~:~::::~;~:~:~:~:~??~:~:~;.~P~:~:~~~~ 
• PHONE 635-6357 "doctor or community health Bey Ta.sa at 635.7598 ~ i ~  Ii~!~i~::~!~i~i~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~.~::~ : :~:~: :~: '~~~/~:~-~.  ' 
Classified Advertising Dept. nurse. 638-!.1_S.S-, .= One of Canada's largest retail organizations ' 
pregnant and in" need Of 
support? IS COMING AND The Terrace Art Association Call for help from Right:to- Is holding pfcture loan, on Life promoters: 
Wednesday, September 6th Lisa at 635-3164 Edwin Bland Clark passed 
In the Terrace Arls Room at Car°l at 635"5136 away August 24th, 19781n NEEDSSTAFF! the Lib ry. Paintings Janna at 635.4503 Mills Memorial Hospital at 
the age of 64 years. He is 
should be returned at 7:30 Terrace Five Pin Bowling survived by his wife Nesta 
p.m. so they can be put on Association Annual Fall and 2 sisters Elizabeth 
display for selection. Meeting, Sunday Sunday Mitchell and Izabel Miller. 
Everyone Welcome. September 10, Elks Hall, Mr. Clark moved to Terrace 
8:00 p.m. from Nacusp B.C. 14 years K mart Dept. stores, will be opening a new store in this 
The Snow Valley Figure - ago. He ls also a member of area. In accordance with our policy to employ local 
Skating Club will be holding the Royal Canadian Legion 
registration for the 1978.79 Jolnthe residents, we invite applications for the many available 
skating season from 7:30- BLOCK PARENT Branch 13 In Terrace. Cremation took p ace August. vacancies.., we urge you to hurry! 
10:00 p.m. on Saturday, program 28th, 1978 in Prince George, staff for the following denartments_ 
September 9th at City Centre call 635.3i64 B.C. 
Mall. Registration Is on a MacKay's Funeral Services • Camera • Sporting & Camping 
first come, first accepted were in charge of the 
basis. Previous members or arrangements. • Mens & Boys Wear • Jewellery & Giftware 
transfers from other clubs "" • Hardware • Furniture 
please bring C.F.S.A. . INCHES AWAY CLUB 
number ' If possible. Meetevery Tuesday night at • Housewares • Appliances 
Registration fees and ice 0 In the Skeena Health Unit. • Ladies Wear • Health & Beauty Aids 
at For more Information phone 
times of registration. For 635.3747 or 635.3023. • Children & Infants Wear • Cafeteria 
further Information call 632. • RUPERT STEEL & 
2642. Is your son Interested In SALVAGE LTD. • Stockroom •Office Staff 
Scouts. If s o the 1st Terrace We buy copper, brass all • Security • Maintenance 
Scout Troop Is taking pre metals and batteries. 
registration for September. Location • Seal Cove. We also require: 
Max number will be 24. If Open till 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. • Head Receiver • Automotive Manager 
Intereetedtcall Mrs. Wardrop Phone 624.5639 
at 635•3553. Fees will be • Personnel Supervisor • Automotive Assistant Manager 
820,00 per boy. Anyone In. GEMINI EXCAVATING • Cafeteria Supervisor • Mechanic 
terested In helping with LTD. • ,Security Supervisor • Mechanic's Apprentice 
Scouts please.call. (Was Andrews) 
__  ,, Backhoe Work ! • Service Person 
LONG TERM CARE Hourly & Contract }~t;.. 
Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle 635.3479anytlme APPLY IN PERSON WITH BRIEF WRITTEN RESUME 
Ave. Tel 639.9196. (A J12) 
Assessment andplannlng for .- OF WORK HISTORY BEFORE Sept 6, 1918 
those ellglble for Long Term CONCKEFG SEPTIC 
Care. TANKS PRE.KAST 
• AID TO HANDICAPPED For Immediate delivery CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
Office at No. 205.4721 Septic System 
Lazelle. Tel 63S,196. specla,sts 4630 LAZELLE AVENUE 
Assessment and guidance "lnslstontheBest" 
for vocational and social PHONE 635.3939 
rehabilitation done by SCHMITTYSEXCAVATING TERRACE 
consultant. 
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38:IWANTED MISt: 
Retai l  or  
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 ft. areas 
Wanted . 175 motor for in cholcelocaflonon Lazelle 
K.awaeakl motor bike. Phone Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
635.3268after6pmorGordaf B.C. 635.3576 or 255.1939 
635.4941during theday. (sff) Vancouver. Available Sept. 
1, 1978. (ctf) 
20 ft. flat boffom river boat. 
C-W motor and tandem 
trailer. Phone 635.9523 after 
5 (p5-4) 
22 ft. K & C, $8,000.00. boat. 
$2,000.00. extras• Phone 635- 
3575 or 635.7948. (c3-1) 
FORCED SALE 
Must sell Immediately• 
Nearly completed house and 
land on Jackplne Flats near 
Terrace. All reasonable 
offers wil l  be seriously 
considered. Enquire at 4509 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. (Phone 638-1161 ) (c3-22) 
For Sale: A beautiful 1316 
sq. ft. home... 
...ready for you fo occupy. 
• wall to wall carpet 
• 2 floor to ceiling 
fireplaces 
• 2V= bathrooms 
• fully landscaped 
• 600 sq. ft. workshop ad- 
jacent to house 
• carport 
• located at 4738 Lee• Ave., 
Terrace. Phone 635-2846 (c5- 
4) 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
2 Bdrm, full Bsmt, Rec. 
Rm, 2 full Baths, 2 
~lreplaces, w w carpet, 
mndeck, many extras. 
Located on bench on 
Banner St. To view call 635- 
5905 I i i  
Situated on Pohle Ave. Cozy 
starter or retirement home 
with extra lot. 2 bedrooms, 1 
bathroom living room with 
sliding glass door to rear 
patio, dining area In kitchen 
and podch with Ioundry 
facllltles;E!ectric , . .  heat. 
House has new cedar siding 
on exterior, extra lot is 
subdivided and can be sold 
separately. Asking $20,000 
for house & $10,000 for extra 
lot• Both are priced fo sell as 
a package for $26,000. Firm. 
Call 635.2370 for appointment 
to view. (p23.29s) • 
__ .1  
Home For Sale: 
One year old three 
bedroom home. Walnut 
cabinets, w to w carpets, 
with partial ly finished 
basement• Fully land- 
soaped on paved st. Phone 
after 6 pm 635-7367. 
2 bedroom home, finished 
basement, 2 bedrooms down, 
R1 area. Features rock 
front. Close to schools. 635- 
7467 (p5.8) 
3 bedroom home on the 
bench. Paved driveway. 
Enclosed garage. Good 
garden area. Phone 635.9277. 
(p10-14) 
50, HOMES 
WANTED 
For Sale. Coffee Truck 
Business. Est. 5V2 years. 
Good potential. Phone 635- 
~4350 after 4 p•m. (p 10-$5) 
A well established busy 
Drycleanlng Plant will be 
sold to an ambitious person 
with a preference to being 
his own bess, who doesn't 
mind extra effort to make an 
above average living• Ideal 
for worklng couple, 
Trained personnel on hand - 
well equipped- smoothly 
operating plant, located In 
thriving Fort St. John -this 
opportunlty only comes 
once ,  
Family and other buslness 
commitments only reason 
for selling. 
For further information 
write Professional Cleaners, 
9920-104fh St., Fort St. John, 
B.C. phone 78S-2322. (c14.15) 
For Sale : Small sawmill 
powered by 37.5 kilowatt 
generator, AIIis Chalmers 
Diesel Motor, Kitlmat 632- 
7429 (p4.1) 
1974 Ford V2 ton pickup 360 
motor auto, Radial fires, 
electronic Ignition. Phone 
635-9580 after 4 (c4-9) 
3 Mazda cars, 1 Toyota plus 
and 1972 Ford Ranger. and 1- 
1974 Ford Van. Phone 635. 
6636 or view at 2609 Skeena 
St. ((:3-22) 
1976 Monza. Phone 635-5508 
after 3 (c10-11) 
Truck: 1971 Ford F250, p.s., 
p.b., Heavy duty Sport 
cuslom. Low mileage good 
mechanical condition. Extra 
battery for camper 635.5040 
(p4-1) 
1974 Plymouth Road Runner. 
400 mag. C-W extras. 
Asking $4,000 or best Offer. 
635-9523 after 5 (p5-2) 
For Sale: 1971 Ford Truck v~ 
ton. 1 owner. Excellent 
condition. Only 36,000 miles. 
Phone 635.2660 (c5-2) 
For Sale: 1978 Ford Fiesta. 
Brand new condition, open to 
offers. Phone 638.5271 (c5-2) 
For Sale: 1974 Volkswagen 
Window Bus, 7 passenger, 
AM-FM radio, radial fires 
plus 2 winter, only 35,000 
miles, very good shape, 
priced for Immediate sale. 
Phone 632.5848 (c5.2) 
FORSALE 
1975 Datsun pickup In ex- 
cellent condition, 2000 
Engine, Winnebago canopy, 
new wJnter snow fires, radio, 
8.track, 21,000 miles. Best 
Offer. 
Ask for Carol• 635-9101 week- 
days, 9-5. 638-8255 after 6 & 
weekends. (p4.6) 
1973 Chevy Nova, 350 custom 
hatchback. 49,000 miles. 
Phone 635-2303. (c5-5) 
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4  bedroom home, will 
maintain, willing to rent or 
lease, references, security 
deposit, mature family of 
three. Refer inquiries to The 
Herald Box 1178, Terrace, 
B.C. (eft) 
52. WANTED 
TO RENT: 
3 bdrm house or trailer. 
Terrace or Thornhlll. Phone 
632-5635 collect. (p5.22) 
1971 Ford Torino, good 
running condition. Auto. 
Phone 635.6751. (c3.1) 
1967 4 X 4 Mercury. Phone 
635.6751. (c3-1) 
1973 Dodge Polara; 360, 1 
owner, good condition. Price 
$1,500. Phone 635.3080. (p5-5) 
1975 Dodge Dart 6 cyl. 4 door 
sedan. Auto. PS. Excellent 
condition. 635-3750 evenings. 
(p2-22) 
For Sale: 1972 Ford Ran- 
chwagon, PS, PB, V8, auto. 
Good condition. 36,000 miles. 
Asking $1,000.00 Phone 630- 
1455 
Open for Salvage Bids 
1 • 1974 Dodge Dart at 
Riverside Auto Wrecking. 
- -  |1  
Choice Property For sale 
Just under 1 acre corner 
property with paved street 
In front. 
Four rental units wlth new 
~)lumblng & hot water 
~anks. 
Two bedroom house, with 
~vork shop cement floor. 
Very good well two big 
gardens & lawn with trees 
& shrubs. 
Room for expansion on 
corner very reasonable for 
cash some terms possible. 
Some lumber & many 
~xtras mostly all fur. 
~lshed. 
Apply: R.A. Clark - 63~ - 
;3698 afte'r 6 p.m. (p10.37) 
1 - 1976 Chevrolet Custom 
Delux, 4 wheel drive, Heavy 
Duty Camper Special with 
canopy at Nugent Body & 
Paint Works, Kalum Lake 
Road. 
1 - 1970 Ford Pick-up 
1972 Camperlzed Chevy Van. 
• Frldge, stov e, sink & 
propane heater. Excellent 
condition. Low mileage. 
Asking $4200 or best offer. 
Phone 635.2444 ask for Doug. 
or 635.4809 after 5. (c3-5) 
1976 Grand Prix SJ. Good 
condition, air conditioning, 
PS, PB, 455 cu. in. etc• 
Serious offers only. Phone 
638.1604. (p10.23) 
'74 Toyota pick up long box. 
Good condition. Phone 635- 
2709 or 635.5115 ask for Jack. 
(p5-1) 
'78 Trans AM, all power AM 
radio with 8 track, 2600 km. 
Best offer or Trade with 4x4 
Wheel drive. Phone 635.5422 
after 5 p.m. (p.5.1) 
Leaving town and must sell 
1973 Mazda pickup. Low 
mileage. Very clean con- 
dlflon. Call 635.6391 after 6, 
790.2567, ask for Bob. 
'73 Truck, 8' camper with 
lacks, and insulated canopy, 
V21on P. Up, PB PS, $2700 or 
best offer. 635.9440 
'69 Ford half-ton automatic, 
360 motor. 635.3040. (p.10-22) 
1972 Volkswagen 411. Good 
condition. Phone 635.7320 
after 6. (p5-1) 
Mobile Home 
Immediate Delivery 
To Your Location 
are now available on oul 
lovely 14 wide and 
doublewide mobile homes. 
You choose your decor, and 
we custom build to suit. 
Governmer~t grant of $2500 
~ppllcable. Expense paid 
fare Vancouver . Return. 
For free credit check and 
~pproval please phone 
:ollect. 
Parker Homes of Canada 
Ltd. 
?35-5447 
(C18-23) 
MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile homes from 
as low as $I00.00 down• 
0.A.C. 
Set up and delivered 
trades welcome 
Phone collect 591-510, ~ 
Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 
Paramonf house ti-aller with 
fireplace near stores and 
schools, on private lot. Rent 
$255. per month with option 
to buy or purchase $9,500 
open to offers. Will carry 
secbnd morgage if nec. 
Phone 112.762.4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gen Del, Win. 
field, B.C. (ctf) 
For Sale - 1972 3.2 bedroom 
trailer, depending. Franklin 
.fire place, unfurnished. 
Completed 8' x 10' carpeted 
addition. Located in Thor- 
nhill. Price $6,500. Call 635. 
9509, or 633.2455. 
For Sale: 1976 McGInnls 
12x68 Trailer with 8x16 Joey 
shack & 8'x24' Veranda. 3 
bdrms & will sell furnished 
or unfurnished. Phone 635. 
9750 or view at no. 18 5016 
Park Ave. 
FOR SALE: 12 x 64' mobile 
home, 2 bedrooms, furnished 
or unfurnished, fenced yard 
with garden and shed. 
Located in Terrace trailer 
court. Phone 635-4639 week-. 
days. (p3.1) 
For Sale: three 12'x52', 2 
bedroom semi.furnished 
Safeway Trailers. Units 
complete with blocklng, fuel 
tanks, axles .and wheels. 
Asking $6,000. Call J. Hut- 
things Box 727, Stewart, BC. 
Phone 636.2660• (p20.1s) 
1973 Safeway Trailer, fur- 
nished or unfurnished 8 x 12 
heated Joey Shack. Set up In 
park near schools. Phone 
635.9323. (p5.1) 
For sale, 1971 Glendale 
Trailer. Fully furnished, In 
excellent shape, on V= acre 
treed & landscaped lot, with 
work shop, joey shack & 
wood shed. Must be seen fo 
be appreciated. Priced to 
sell. Phone 630.0224. (p5.22) 
All bids are to be written and 
submitted to: 
Brouwer & Co. " 
3238 Kelum For Sale. 1976 Starcraft tent 
Terrace, B,C, trailer with stove, frldge, 
635.7173 furnace and canopy. Like 
(c10-22) new condition• Phone 635- 
3241. 
I • 1972 Ford V~ ton pick.up. 
Good condition. Phone 790. 
2267. (p5.22) 
For Sale: 10' 
Caveman camper In ex- 
cellent shape $2,000 Phone 
635.9420 (p3.1} 
For Sale, 1975 18 ft. self- 
contained Motor home. 
Excellent condition• Air 
conditioned. For further 
details please phone 635.3211. 
(i)3.1) 
The 
Breaking The Rules 
Tradition says red winu 
should be mnmd at room 
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Now in stock at Camper ~, , J L  
Landl 
1978 22' Mini-motor Home, 
Ideal for the family. With A BICENTENARY SPECIAL FEATURE FROM TOURISM |RITISH COLUMBIA 
bunk bed and I•rge bath • 
complete with tub. This unit 
has full winter  package. A TAHIT IAN CHARMS LONDON 
Ideal for the skier or those By Ron Gadsby 
who llke to skl-doo• On a 
GMC chassis, featuring a 400 When Captain Fumeaux had But Cook was not one to vege- 
englne;~ tilt steering, and temperature, but I like my returned to England'almost a year tate and he chafed at what he felt 
cruise c~ntrol, red wimm, like Vino Rouo before Cook, he had brought with' was a place on the shelf. But he 
and Meno Buqlundy, • little him the Tahitian translator Omai was glad to he with his wife, 
1978 20' Mini.mote; home on cooler than room tampon- who had been a social success.in although saddened by the news 
Ford "Chassis, air con. tura. I try to serve them at 
ditionleg and cruise control cellar temperature, whleb k London. He had met hc King and that his infant son, horn ira- 
with a 460 engine. This unit somewhere between 60 and his iniclligencc and poi~ had mediately prior to his departure, 
has rear kitchen, with large 70 delffees, made him afavodto f many. But had died in infancy. However, his 
windows at back and sides. I f  you are urvinl  • red it was lime for him to be taken ~n James, now 12, was in train- 
Also has full winter package, wine, open it eo hour or two home and the "Re.qduliun'" was ing to be a naval officer at 
early to let it ,breathe.",If it commissioncd to make the rclum Woolich Academy and I I-year- 
Come and have a look, we Is a wlne like (~ibari, which is journey, old Nathaniel had his course ~t in 
have what you want. meant to be enjoyed every- At the .,tame time, the hmg- the same direction. 
5412 Highway 16 - West. day, then you may want to 
Dealer LicenceNo. D00611A. pour it from the Imle 1.5 standing mystcPy about he exis- . One cannot help but wonder . . . . .  
(c5.8) l i ter  bot t le  In to • ea~alier lance of a northwest pa.~age had about he private feelings of Mrs. Omai: A man t~talent andpoise. 
decanter for ' your dloner been revived and an offer of Cook wbo seems to have been a 
table. 20,000 Imunds to the man who ix)or second to the call of the sea. former: first lieutenant, Charles 
If the wine is white, like di~ovcretl it still stood. Perhaps Hc hadn't been happy with the Clarke, as captain of the second 
Cr ibar i  Mounta in Chablis, thc"Rcudulion"couldhavcatry work of Hawkeswonh who had ship, "Discovery". It is interest- 
then I suggest keeping it at locating il. been commissioned to write the ing to note that at least one of 
Does your building need chilled in a refrigerator for It had been p'roven in 1742 by account of his first journey, so Clarke's descendants lives in 
exterior painting? CoIl 635. several hoers, or an hour in the Ru.~ian navy that a pax~age Cook decided he would be his British Columbia today. 
4906 Kermode Friendship the freezer, so that it resebez existed between the nonhweslcm own man when it came to the Cook was happy to supervise. 
Centre• LEave name and a temperature of 45 to 55 tip of North Amedcaand Asiaso account of his second voyage• the refining of the "Resolution" 
phone number for Terry. degrees• 
Free Estimate. (stf) When you are ready to why not altcml~t o round the With the help of a clergyman which was to have a complement 
serve the wine, pour a bit for continent? In fact, why not do it friend, hc con~posed • straight- of 1 12, sprinkled liberally with 
you•elf  first. Sniff "led l ip with two ships with each attack- 'forward narrative, and when it veterans of his previous voyages. 
TO. LIVESTOCK • ,it to make sure it tastes OK. ing the mute from opposite direc- was published in 1777 it was an His master (navigator) was only iThen, pour about half • Ill•urn lions? immediate best-seller. 22 but had already established a
I for each of the ladies tint, The feasibility of the operation ' When the plan was outlined, repu'ation for excellence in his ,r 
then the men, and then your was d isused and Cook was Cook was hooked. Itwasoudined field. His name..  : William 
• For Sale 3/, Registered Arab own s ia l .  It you want to break the asked his opinion. Of cour~ the at a dinner party arranged by Lord Bligh. 
Mare. 5 years old. Excellent rulel, Just bring the bottle Admiralty wanted Cook to par- Sandwich in February of 1776. There was no way Cook would 
pleasure horse. Good to the table, open it and pour ticipate in the excrci~, although Ostensibly itwas to pick Cook's have another professional 
disposition. Phone 635.6632. for everybody, or just dmply they felt he had eamod arest and brdin about he upcoming voyage botanist in his crew in view of his 
(c6-22) palm the bottle or decanter, were reluctant tocvcn hint at their of "'Discovery•', and the others previous experiences with the 
I've •lwaya a id  that it's the inlcrest in having him sail agaln, present included Sir Hugh breed, and the ship'~ surgeon 
en joy ing  the wine that  CaptuinJan|esCook'sretumto Palliser0 and Phillip Stephens, William Andersonwasentruslod 
counts, not the dtusl or England from his ~cond Irip of secretary to the Admiralty. with the task. 
ceremony of serving it. I f  you have' a question exph|ration brought him new And. of course, Cook couldn't But the expedition suffered a 
about '  wines, write me at honors though less public say no to the expedition even delay for an intriguing reason: 
500 Sanaome Street,  San the Royal Society and the King His colleagues were delighted with incarceration in debtor's 
Franeiseo, CA• 94111, rewarded him with new rank and when he volunteered, and two prison for his brother's debts. 
.~co~,e~,~c~. ,~m "The office makes the man." with a since•re that would have days later he was appointed corn. 
Invitation toTender Llt in ~ovatb bee• greeted warmly by many. msnderofthe xpoditiion with his NEXT: Not • man of revenge. 
' . .  I 
Sealed Tenders, marked Re. . 
roofing and Fleshing Job opportunities Terrace, B.C~ No. 94.113 for 
Ministry of Highways 
Garegewlllbereceivedupto ..Further datalis •n the CHOKERMAN .Union. 
3:00 p.m• local time the 14th following jobs are to he Terrace. Permanent full- 
day of September 1978, and obtained by calling the time. Must have full tower 
those •v•llable at that time 
will be opened in public at Terrace office of the Canada experience. 
British Columbia Buildings Employment Centre at 635. . 
Corporat, lon, 4827 Kelth Ave., 7134. 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 1K7. . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ TYPLNG" INSTRUCTOR';" 
Tendering documents may Vocational- instructor - 1,727 19.00 hr• Terrace•* Must be~ 
be obtained at the above - 2,239 too• ' To instruct fully able to toaeh typing at' 
address after 9:00 a .m.  on students a .  theory & repair level of basic typing, in- 
the '1st day of September of diesel engines 5 months termedlate or advance. 
1978. Tenders must be flied appointment. Terrace. 
on the forms provided, In ' CLERICAL INSTRUCTOR - 
sealed, clearly marked MORTGAGE CLERK -$4.56 I9.00 hr. Terrace. To teach a 
envelopes. The lowest or any per hour. Terrace. Per- eleHcal "refresher" course• 
Tender will not necessarily manent part.time. Must be Met  have . thorough 
be accepted, mature and responsible, knowledge of clerical field. 
(c2-1) Experience preferred but Journ•l Clerk Cashier - $675 
employer will train, too. Negota ib le ,  Terrace, 
I ! l  1. Experience preferred. STOREMust have 40-45 typ ingcLERK  $4,00 par 
SHORT ORDER COOK - prefer financial background, 
D,O.E. Stewart, Shift work; / ACAR PUZZLE Aecomodation available. 
Invitation toTender J In the second drawing• of the car. there are 5 hour. Terrace. Temporary 
objects missing. Can you find them? Hook tender- IWA. Terrace. position; could work into 
Sealed Tenders, marked Permanent full-time. Must full.time. Stocking shelves, 
Additions Smithers, B.C. No. B CONNECT THE DOTS have full tower experience, cashier tidying store. 
1926 for Fish" & Wildlife 
Building will be received up Connect the Dots ~ Object of the BIOLOGICAL, FIELD Stenographer - $600 - 
to 3:00 p.m. local tim• the game is to draw a continuous line ASSISTANT- $5.70 per hour. DOE. Terrace. Legal ex- 
14th day of September 1978, through each dot, without lifting your Terrace. Temporary• Must per ience  pre fer red .  
end those available at that pencil from the page. You are limited be 19 years of age with a Minimum 2 years office, 50 
time will be opened In public IO 6 moves (six straight lines), valid drivers license. Must w.mp. WPing & dictaphone. 
at British Columbia " be mature. DINING ROOM WAITRESS 
Buildings Corporation, 41127 . CATSKINNER IWA. - S3•50-~.00 D,O.E, Terrace. 
Kelth Ave., Terrace, B.C. Terrace. Permanent Full- Night shift. Prefer ~ex- 
VgG 1K7. time, experience in read perience. 
Tendering documents may ' e • • • building. ' 
be obtained at the •beve 
address after 9:00 a.m. on BLASTER - IWA. Terrace. COOK SEA FOODS Negot iab le ,  $1,206.00• 
the 1st day of September Permanent Full.time. Must Terrace. Must be fully ex- 
1978. have ticket and experience perienced. Evening shifts, 
Tenders must be flied on the in road work. 
forms provided, in sealed, • • • • 
clearly marked envelopes. CIVIL ENGINEER TECH. - SCALER - Union, Terrace, 
The lowest or any Tender $1600 monthly. Nass River. Permanent, full-time• Must 
will not necessarily be ac. Temporaw. Must be be fully experienced. Prefer 
fami l iar  with surveying, ceastliceuse. 
cepted.(c2.1) i • • • • sewer construction, earth SECRETARY-STENO - 
_ . :.- moving and compacting. D,O•E, Terrace. Must have 
~-"~- '~t 'O"t t '  '~  - ' ) '~-~: ]  MOBILE HYDRAULICS 2"3 years minimttm office 
r ~  ~ 1 1 : ~ - . ; ' "  - ; ) - -  -- related business experience. INSTRUCTOR" $1714-$1791 
• • e " monthly, D.O.E. Terrace. degree50 Wpmofminimum,accuraey, highdic. 
The ancient Greeks tr ied • Temporary full.time. Must taphone or shorthand. 
• have a minimum of 5 years 
to m•ke r• in  by dipping 
oak br•nches in water ,  experienee in mobile and Registered Nurse . $1124 
industrial hydraulics, month. Terrace, Care of 
f~ , . i~ l~ f l  patients in ICU maintenance 
' H,D. TRUCK MECHANIC - M equipmenL Reopenelble 
$9.81 per hour. Stewart. fo head num.  Shift work 8 : 
Permanent full.time. Must ~rcent  VP. Room and 
be journeyman, Must have 0ard provided at coat• 
diesel experience. Must he ' 
. mature and responsible. TELEPHONE OPERATOR- 
1,1,25 per hour• Terrace, Sblft 
CASHIER - Negotiable. work, Some typing 
Terrace. Permanent full- preferred; be able to record 
time. Must have typing of 25- messages aceurately. 
30 wpm. Financial ex- 
Ferience an asset. SHEET METAL WORKER- 
Union. Terrace. Must be 
BABYSITTING VACAN- journeyman or equivalent 
, CIES- Interested applicants experience. 
"I for babysitting vacancies 
~,,~ must be registered with 
Canada Employment Centre First Aid Attendent- 8.91 Eh', 
& provide at least 2 letters of Terrace. B ticket or better, 
reference, Camp Job, Free B & R. 
CLAIMS STENoGRAPHER 
: $1,014,38 per month, Must Head Cook - $5.00 per hour. 
have Gr. P, must have 60 Terrace. Permanent full 
wpm diet•typing & adding time. Must be fully ex. 
naiehine xperience. Prefer perienced and familiar with 
l~,,,~u,,.,..,~,~r~, office experience & food costing, staff super. 
knowledge of Medieal tar- vision, Referenees required. 
"its been pmtpened. He's got • hmdKhe." ~lol~. 
THE HERALD, Thursday, August 31, 1978, I~p  9 
Your Individual ByE  ug~ s beff~ :i 4717 Lakilse !.AKELSE PHARMACY m.n. 
Harascone lStteet ' 'ACRO&~" .~Th~ein" - '  ~~Giove . .  91~m '. .' • " " " ' " " ' .. 
' ,uther ,OPer- | FLY REPELLANT, BEACH TO YS, SUNGL,4SSES~ ' office 
urchin,  41Father, in S7 Slight" llSoap-frame I and prompt prescription servwes-- 
S A parent  Par i s  . depress ion  bar  i ~T , - . ""  - ~  ............................................................... 
8 Angler's 42 Yearly . ' _. DOWN ' 17 Dined , . 
needs ¢S Lower 1 Chalices 19 An equal - " 
12Cooklng 49Theses- 2 Chest sound uso , . the AMAZING SP IDER-MAN® . By Stan Lee and John Romita 
spice coast 3 Maple genus 24 Police org, oxAy. glC~l:~lN$- - ~ ~ HGY, NO ~ ' ~ - ~ ~  rF" ' - - ' ,4~'Z ' - '~~ 
IZ Tokyo's 51 A balsam 4 To appease zs Greek ' L~ PArry', ov, r~.~\~- '~q I [%~r~,e,.~',~l~l . .~D~¢Y'N'~ /~.~=~ ~,  ~o~, / I  
Fra l~s Drake  former SZ Against 5 Insane nidmame ~ ~ ~  ~ " ~ ~ , ~ . ~ . ~ ' ~ ~  ~ . ~ ~  
name 53 Disease of 6Oklahoma 26Toplate I ~ /  ~ l ~ - - - - ~ ~  I ~ ~ I I /I X . .~ I~L__~'~.~ ~, . / J  I flll,,~,~r.-._:J;,~'~ _ ~ ! ~  
I I}RI I IUR~AY,  AUGUffr 14English sheep city ~Dlsp lea~ed~ ~ ~ ~ ~  VA\~ / I / ~ ! ~ L ~ ~ ~  | ~ ~ , : ~ g ~ J ~  Jl, ms 
What kind, of day will painter 54Greek 7Spanish nCopy [ ? ~  ~ ~ ~  I / i~J 'S v l l~ l .~ i l ,~_ ,~/7~ l l l l { ' _~~JX(~J  I 
tamfrowbe?Tofindout what IS Fish sauce underground -noblemen 30 Free l l l ~ ~ . ~ l K ~ l :  l~~~i l~ '~ ~ "A I U ~ / ~ M  
the stars say, read the 
18 Mexican ruffs parts 36 Egyptian [ ~ 7  (k~ I -~ ;~ '~ '_ /~ [ t~- - _ '~HB"~i~. i~\ .  ~ ' .~ ' . l ]~ l l '~ .~- - -~ IIII " " 
forecast given birth ZeSea cows 55Female SMachine 33Withered I M M ~ ~ ~ I ~ I I  ~'~~--~L~T~/~\\\~L~",~'~,~ I f l l L l ~ , ~ ' / ~ ~  
sqw blanket AveragesoSutiontime:27min...jackalgod ~ M J [ ~ ~ . ~ ~  ~;~- ,~ I~ iL~I I I I / ' I I~ I - J , |EL -~I  ~ P " ~ ~  I 
'.' 1~.4~ ~0Rages I~ILIAISmSILIII~m~D[DI ~Gainedas ,., I I ~ L ~ r ~ ~ ~ l ~ t l  I~ 'eE~-~]1~l l l [ l i~ . ,~ '~: J  I ~  ~ E ~ J  
(Mar. 21to Apr. 20) /~ 21 Camera T IA I~T IT I I  IN IE IL IE~ profit MM~'~,~ i / /y ,~r~ ;~. i Ft~t~~' - ;~! ( . ,~ I~~%~E/! /A  I~;~E '~, , , , ,~>I~/ . ,  "W(ll 
~ ~ could part I 3~IL IE IR IE IS IT IL I~ I  40--Paulo [~ l l~ .~t - "~ l l~~/ i~ i~ I£--..~C~JlIr~'-.~'~UT=J}:~"~F~-~.~/ "#',if/ I , ~r .~r . .mp5 ~ . .  --~ 
Enn~h I PD IOp IO IU IT IS I~NIE I  42 Glacial I ~ ~ ~ . ~ - - ~ ' / ~  ~ ~ ~  ;~~, l i .~ /#/a~ develop, .but the situation is ~, ~: : ' :  ,_  I / I  I-II IDIEIA]T .~.,.. - - ' %,- I/T~Jl~;~i;17l h )~-__.I:'~FI/I/M~~.~"~I ,,q/k,~l - -  ~" ~J 
not likely to be as serious as it 
a~ea~ at f~ .  With wisd0mi " " " "  ~""" I £1AILI I INIE~PlLIEIAISIEI " '~ .  
Asterisk I SILI~V )IR[OIDI 43 ~wa~n 
y~ can.handle it easily. 31Macaw /~ I PE IR IS IC~IS I l iN~ goose B.C. by Johnny hart  
TAURUS k4ry-~7, 32 Ship _IEITIJ~MI I 44 Want - - '  - -  -, ' , , .- 
(Apr. SitoMay21) ~- '~?F  hazards  gP[RY~EISIS IS ITtAIY i  46Golfuait F ~ T ~  ~ ~ " ' " '  . . . . .  f - - " "  
E ,.,~,, . . . .  W~I~ ~ -IH N~ ~ IT L E IS IP I I  I T IT I~N]  .~ r " ~::E)/vIE.P-..~NC.~ . If you are ins  ticklish .;.,., = A NIIPI I ILILI IEITINIA! . . . . . .  1 . . . .  .1  { '~:~M! I I~£=AI~J~ L - .~ .~J  situation, ~ IS the day to set 34 Slender 4?-Ardo ~1~1~ ~ N 
,uw ~ t(eau~n- ~) 'AY i" " ~  Ibhlp alralghL Step llghtly to I~  I EINIDMAINITIEIR~IA[RI " J'RD / ~-~L .  ~ A~A ~ID ~ ~ . ~  
avoid treading on toes, but ~Ohiocity 7-17 brown k.._j  ~_..~--~-----4 k.~'-~"~ " ~=~- .~,_ '~  .-~ . . _  
also be firm in your resolve. TIED//. , 37 Protected Answer to Saturday's puzzle . King (Ft.) C~) / /  '~,%..~)~' , ~ '~ I~/~NL~ r 
to 21) n__  
y0ur. p0sition. J0b, h me, re la t i0nsh i l~  should all come .s ~ , ,  " ,,7 , ' ! ~ ¢  
remedied by positive action. ,s ~o " ~- - - -~  J~  "" 
(June ~- to July 23) , 
Afee l l~ ,d~nge,~ i l ] In  ~ ~ I z '  I I e2 @. ,  I " ~ ?  CATFISH .... 
~n ever~h~  =~ed ~. ,  by RogerBollen & GuyPeterman 
down again, but don't be too ~ s2 ISS ~ sq .... 
pmdve in the meantime,. I 
N"  r' 0,..,.==.=..-...- 
The stars are fine for a s9 w 
rmmntietie, either with mate N ,, I I ,N@,, .N , t _ J  , .. 
bare bypassed agoodbet. ~e I I " " 
(Aug. 24 to~pt . '=)  -" e_~ .. 
. ,~  Someone looks up to you as rf////~s7 ': " an example so make certain Iss ~r~ W~ ..~u 
you are doing your best, 
Iooking your best and livtng up •. CRYPTOQUIP 7-17 ~:~x~J ,,, r . . . . .  I 
to ~ expeclations. 
LIBRA . Jr l .~'~ oxu J  ZVG.  Z 'OV KCFFZP PCS J  
(~~ to  oct. =) DOONESBURY • by Garry Trudeau 
Your interests are divided 0 Z Z G J F F X K S a V U 
at a time when you should be 
Focus on your main goal a n d g e W n g  your act together. LEFT, VACATIoNSaturday's CryptequlPINvALID.--INSUFFICIENT FUNDS SOON .~f/0U5 ' 5U~. YOU .r ~N'T L/M,.ISHE 
~,~N/  ~/N~ I//I] A/4PSIXMI/.- M-/O? '~  Y~7"  tteRE[#E ,~- 
channel energy toward it. Today's'Cryptoqulpdue: XequalsI .YOU~R~ n ~ ?  Ilr~ I z/oNoT//e~ / i l i  5AY'Nt~/' 60A6AIM. ErENzON~ OFC/XTPt~ 
SCORPIO I1111_~ The Cryptoqulp is a simple'substitution cipher in. wldch,each . . . .  OEFIN/TELY ~ / . . . .  Jill I IJ JOHN ~A~7~TA / ~ ,~ : ~ .  U/~fl~IN/N~.7/M~.FOI~ ~__.5/(~?,..~_~ .. .  . , '.
With! thlngs,!~Impro,fl/18, will equal 0 throug~u~t, thelpuzzle"SUngle letters, short worOs. L . .  • ~.~il,,~t 
w6rr[ee"abate.:Devote some -,.: :antJ~#6i~ls-.~lfig:zih~strdphe.can give.you.duesto locating. / ".- ' ... i :. . i / .._ i " * . . . . . . . . .  ~ " 
time to geti/ng out of any rut vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. ~ ~'/~ I 
that you have fallm into ,~1§78 King Features Syndicate, Inc. ~ ~ . 
during the past few weeks. , • 
A fine thne to ~ry something ~ ' ~ . .~ '4  [ RUN 'AgT~R!TH'T 
h'i, olo= See a show, go for a ~d~ - : ~-, i '~< = =TRANSPO"I"I"'0" 
with anymng that requires ~ ~ ~- . -HS  M,S,~r 
lmllous c~meentratl~l, f,/" "~ l l l  ,} -~"k~l~ -'\'we,.1 AS WELL. e=- 
Memories of times past :~ '{~:  . . . . .  - - "  " ' - ' ' " ' - ' -  
~tby the eRlerlence and 
thankiul t~  the insight,#%~ J / -~- 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Your mind should be well ~E~, L .~/ (¢  
otherwise there is a chance of ~ ~-~. .~;~¢t~ 
(Feb. 20 to/~u'. 20) ' " : ~ / 
Can~der an opinion on a The time'(equiredforthe arth to go around the sun once, ~.~/:. 
problem dose to home. At a year, increases by about .04 seconds each ©entury. __  . . . . . .  ~7,f~'--'v'~ 
least the conversation will be [ ->-~L .~ ~.~.~'~ ~;  ,~ ~l ,y, four children--all married now. ) , touching. We are progressively alienating ourselves from DEAR HAPPY: Not in my book, 
a welcome change from ~_ ~.~- .~. ,~e~ ! ,~ ~ A year ago I married a good man Who neither drinks nor each other, and that is why we marriage counselors are so 
utffferi~ in silence. ~(  ~ ~ ~,~ ~ ~ ,~ ~ gambles. He was divorced and walked out leaving his wife. busy seeing people who desperately want to know how to 
~/[~.~__.;,~[L/~"  =/~ ~ everything, so after our marriage, he moved into my home. make contact with others. DEAR ABBY: Could you please tell me how to fight 
YOU BORN TODAY have . ~ f ~ ~  -~ = ~ ~. One of my daughters is giving me a hard time. She .L.A. MARRIAGE COUNSELOR blackmail? Once I went on vacation with a blend. He took 
many tal~ts that enable you ,<,-~/. -. ~-~--_ -_ - ' 'o  be resents my new husband "She never got along with her some pictures of me that lwish Idnever posed for. At the 
to charm other& You can get Anc,ent Homans appear x . . . . .  " n " t now she . . . . . .  . . . .  e n -kins zamer wnen ne was livi g, uu says she can t time I was in love with him, so I didn't mind. me first peopm xo us p tldngs done without aban- " stand to see another man living in her father s house, DEAR COUNSELOR: MINNESOTA MOM asked me to Since then, our love has faded, and I've discovered that 
~.y.ou r ld .caUstic .po~. t 0f t~':.~e~=.~"x ~-~ "~ sleeping in her father's bed, and sitting in her father's get the message across to her daug_hter that it is he isn't the wonderful man I thought he was. Now he is • ~ u nugm we. nave I ? ' ' -~ '~-~. , , ,  u ~ ~ ~ chair, extremely poor taste for a glrl to let a boy "put his hands threatening to show the pictures around and ruin my 
added fine diplomat, but r . '~-~x ' , '~-~ ~.~"~ Abby this husband treats me better than l've ever been all over her" in public, reputation if l don't give him money when hi, finance, are 
beinginehargeotabusine~[~.-/v~W~l/ ~.~ \ treated ln my life, and lm hcky to have him. Whyshould ' I replled: "All the world may love a lover, but he doesn't low. h 
can saUsfy as well. Law or|,( ft. j J  , we go into debt to refurnish the .house so my married have to act his role out in pubHc. A boy who respects a girl I have given him quite a lot of money already, but e 
medicine are fertile fields for [ . ~  .:. ~ ' l f  daughter'wiil feel comfortable when she visits me? I can't wm keep his hands OFF her in public, and a girl who keeps coming around asking for more. Don't tell me I was 
you.  Try to curb dlsap- H ~.r~,.,,, -- .... take it anymore, What should I do? respects herself wW make sure he does." " foolish to have let such a thing happen. I know that, The 
poinhnent when others don't Phi Beta Kappa was founded SECOND TIME AROUNDER Holding hands Is a far cry from letting a boy put Ida question is, what can I do about it now? 
measureup to your standards, in 1776 as a social fraternity, hands all over her, which, I repeat, is highly inappropriate FOOLISH IN PHILLY 
the first at an American in public. "" : " , 
@191'8 King Features Syndicate, Inc. college. DEAR SECOND: Tell your daughter that ff she ceu't n.. 
stand to' see another mu using the same furniture 
formerly used by her father, she should spare herself the Are your problems too heavy to handle alone? Let Abby DEAR FOOLISH: See a lawyer. Better to pay s lawyer 
agony and stay away. help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby: once to protect you from a bhtclumalIer, than to pay i 
' Be~ 69700, Lot Aqeks ,  Cadil. 90069. Enclose a stamped, blackmailer Indefinitely to protect your reputat/on. 
selfAddresJed envelope. 
DEAR ABBY: What are some of the most common clues DEAR ABBY: After 25 years of marriage, my husband 
to look for if I already suspect (which I do) that my wife is' walked out on me and I am happy about itl A! and I redsed 
meeting another man somewhere during the day? six children. We spent most of our lives moving around the DEAR ABBY: Why can't mothers take the time to call 
I am not an overly suspicious man, so you will not be world, and I'm ready to settle down, but I don't hink AI is. the home of a "strenge"playmate who comes to visit? 
generating trouble where none exists. • When my father died (eight months ago} I began to My daughter was only 3 years old when some 
In this case, asking her will not help: suspect there was something oing on between AI anfl my younasl ors he pod her over the fence that surrounds our 
HAROLD IN BUFFALO niece. (I~i caU her Susie.) Susie was seen at the funeral yard. 
home hanging all over Ai. When I discovered she was gone, I became hysterical, 
. Then she sat there with her stockinged feet in his lap, and soon had the whole neighborhood driving up and down 
DEAR HAROLD: If a woman gets all dressed up to go wiggling her toesl (Someone who didn't know me asked if the streets looking for her. Thank God we found her safe, 
two blocks away-in the home of a child only slightly older "shopping," comes home sUghtly late and out of breath, has SHE was his wife.) ' " than she was. At 3, our daughter knew her name and 
. .-~ ' . _t no packages and Is wearlng her pantyhose Inside out, I'd 
saw his dad's car in front. He said he waited a very long telephone number, but her playmate's mother never ~Ives  Hemarn  a wonder where she'd been, ' ' My son told me he stopped at Susie s house because he 
time for someone to open the door, then Susie showed up. bothered to ask her name, or find out if Iwr mother knew 
' ' half-dressed with her hair all messed up. A few minutes where she was. Mother  Hard T, me . .DEARABBY:Asamarrlageandfamllycoun.lor, lani later his dad came out of the bedroom, looldnglike he had lfastrangephymatecomestomyhou.,la|waysask, 
disturbed by her response to MINNESOTA MOM, wno just gotten out of bed. "What is ymzr name? Where do you live? Does your 
complained because her 17-year-old aughter displayed I noticed that whenever Susie called, my husband would mother know where you are? When do you have to be 
;c  I~h~aSm~ do whatever she aeked, no matter what. (When one of our home?" Then I phone the mother to double.hock. Please put this into your own words, Abby, sad print it. klds wanted something, he was always too busy or too It could spare many a mother the terrifying nightmare of 
tired.) 
He fixed Susie's car. He fixed her TV. He fixed her having to hunt for her child after dark. 
stereo. And it's a good thing he ftxed himself with a POCATELLO, IDAHO 
i vasectomy or he'd probably have fixed her that way, too. • 
If A! wants a divorce, he can have it. With all the 
eviclence|have, do you think l'.n wrong for feeling as I do? DEAR POC.: Your words me ~ne. Thank you lot' 
HAPPY IN HAMILTON, OHIO writing. 
fL 
f 
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Battered wives doing their duty 
Battered wives, some afraid 
to be alone and others fearful 
of not being dutiful, have a 
desperate desire to maintain 
their marriages, despite the 
consequences. 
In a study presented 
Tuesday to a convention of 
the American Psychological 
Association, battered wives 
were shown as women who 
believe they are fulfilling the 
duties of a ~osd wife. 
The study, for the family 
clinic of the Texas Research 
Institute of Mental Sciences 
in Houston, involved 63 
women..  Th i r ty - three  
reported incidents of con- 
jugal violence within the 
preceding 18 months. 
The beaten wives had less 
education, smaller incomes 
and more children than the 
wives who were not beaten, 
the study said. 
"The majority of (bat- 
tered) women reported that 
they had been slapped, 
punched with fists and 
"Twelve percent had been 
beaten severely during 
pregnancy. SLx pereenl had 
been beaten daily." 
Injuries reported included 
broken jaws and noses, 
cracked ribs, a fractured 
skull and loss of eon- 
ecLousness from choking. 
"The majority of women 
reported that they did not 
fight back because they were 
afraid of being killed or more 
severely injured," it said. 
BLAME THEMSELVES 
Many women blamed 
themselves for the incidents. 
They knew they should not 
stay in the relationship but a 
protective attitude toward 
their husbands prevented 
them from discussing the 
violence freely. 
"The tenacity of couples in 
maintaining their chaotic, 
violent relationship is dis- 
couraging," the study said. 
"Progress in therapy is 
slow and the dropout rate 
high as couples alternate 
between separation and 
reconciliations." 
Only nine per cent said 
either they or their husbands 
abused their children but 
many wives said their 
children had seen their 
husbands' attacks. 
"The children's emotional 
trauma has been reflected in 
regression in school, night- 
mares, tremors, whlalng, 
and loss of bowel and 
bladder control," the report 
said. 
Another group among the 
1,.500 delegates tothe week- 
long convention was told that 
women with traditional 
female jobs, such as 
secretaries, do not find their 
work as dull as women's 
groups ay they do. 
A report from the 
University of Southern 
California and Texas A and 
M University said women 
who' ventured beyond the 
traditional job fields were 
more pfraid of success and 
more pessimistic about a 
women's promotion possi. 
bilities. 
"Women in female- 
dominated jobs did not feel 
discrimination exists in their 
jobs nor did they indicate 
dissatisfaction with their 
progress," the report said. 
"They are just as likely to 
he satisfied with their ac- 
complishments as are 
women in the higher 
prestige, higher paying, 
male-dominated jobs." 
Roman 
bomb 
• MEMORIAL BOMBED 
ROME (Rearer) -- A 
bomb exploded Wednesday 
outside the entrance to 
Rome's main antiFascist 
war memorial, the Fosse 
Ardeatine Caves where 
German troops shot 335 
Italians in a reprisal killing 
in 1944, police said. The 
heavy iron gates to the caves 
wore badly damaged in the 
early-morning explosion, 
police said. There were no 
casualties. 
BUS G vERTURNS 
EUFAULA, Ala. CAP) --  
Thirty-five children escaped 
serious injury when the 
school bus in which they 
were riding lost a wheel and 
overturned near here, state 
troopers said Tuesday. 
Officers said 13 children 
were taken to hospital but by 
only one student was being 
held for observation. 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
- . I . , _  m, ? :~, j  - -. 
of extra earninp in your spare time IPHILLIPS JANITORIAL 
RESIDENTIAL  C O M M'E RCIA L" IN--N'DU-S'T RI A L 
I Be a Fu l le re t te  FREE ESTIMATES , 
1 No experience is required. All Types of Cleaning 
/ En'joy this pleasant way to earn additional I incom~ in the hours you choose. C:LEANINGA R P E T S T E A M WINDOW CLEANING 
I FOR DETAILS CALL~ dOAN PETRE A.  work done to your satisfaction 
/ 638-9392 No,49 4626 graham ~:~. ~ N,.V, Um m",~ 
~_._ The House of Fulier , . ,CE, , .c  - -  Tel. 635-3453 
l TOOVEY SKEENA VALLEY 
I SERVICE  RENTALS LTD. 
I)ANAVENTURE I MEROURY tboatsl YAMAHA Most Anything.Most Anytime For /'°m~::;, ~ DO.LNAR CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY.INDIVIDUALS 
| o I (ohm laws)  , Hours: Men:. Sat. e-, 
/ Hours: Men. -Sat. 8.t; 
/ . . . . . . .  Dealer Licence . . . . . . .  ~/~g " IA~I ' I  4946 Greig Avenue 
/ q~U ure ig  Number 02013A OaO'OV~V ggU' lq l  i Phone635.7417 
Ton'aug Elootronio Repairs Lid, 
SERVINg TKRRAgE i KITIMAT 
SERVICE ON ALL 
~ e  MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warrenty Depot for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MON. - SAT. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
4908 Graham 
I 
B A N Q U E T S  
R ECEP 
,..io 
B. POLICHEK 
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION 
• MOULDED coUNTERTOPS • 
ALWOOD 
IKC . 
!~:~?M ~N~/SSREU  ~k  ABINETS 
PRINCE GEORGE,  B .C .  V2L .  3K6 (NORTHERN) LTD. 
BUS.  564 .1488 
• 63S.4543 RES. 562.2281 FREE ESTIMATES 
i i 
A R T I E s TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
T 0 N S " 636-6195 
ANSWERING, 
Disco  PAGING,  
• • . MONITORING OR 
PHoTocoPYING 
SERVICES 
J. Y. PAUL 24 HOUR SERVICE  
PHONK 635.5603 PHO, 335 .9252 
' '  4603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VaG 1V5 , 
i 
" CHARTEI~: SUZUKI Motoroyoles and DEEPSEASAILBOAT L 
. . . . .  ; . . . : _ .  : . . a . _L  I IA I l l  I Coastal Cruising, Diving, "1~ "-~, 
"._~L~ Learn to Water Ski at 
'~ ,~J .d~ Lakelse Lake. ' I l i / l i b~ 
~ ~ ~  . Reasonable Rates ' ~ 
Torraoo Equipment Sales Ltd. MERMAID YACHTSALES& CHARTERS 
4441 Lakelse 535.6384 Pbone 7RI-2267 
Dealer No. 01249A: SUZU](I GOES '~  DIb'~ANC1R! at WaterLily Bay Resort 
.. . , ,  ~ , .  
&t~CB,&y JI, VaJ,A, .. | ' jl.~-~¢~.-=~ 
- 636  3936 . 
00NORETE 4434_LAKEL_S E AV E. ' I , ,,,~.,,,.v,,,,o.,o. 
/ I¢ K KAt,,ICs IS.l,. I I 
• ' ' ' 4635 LAZELLE AVENUE 
OgSi'Oi ¢ONORETE PROD. | TERRACE S.C. PHONE (604) 635-3863 
. . . . . . . .  I VaG3NS' OR (604) 63S-3861 
~" Irene, ,ravel, orris ,00K I 
0all us at 63§-6357 9 to 5 
60RDON 
. . o , .  I 
l m ~.  B '~  ,I), . J AHDERSON 
T.V- ,gUIDE 
All listings eubjoot to uhange without notice. 
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6 145 
KING 
(NBC) 
I :00 
:15 
:30 
I I :45 
CFTK 
(CBr.) 
Newlywed 
Game 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
Seattle 
Tonight 
Match Game P~ 
cont°d 
C.H.I.P.S. 
cont'd 
¢ont'd 
conf'd 
Operation 
Runaway 
conl'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
News 
News 
The 
Tonight • 
-Show 
The 
Tonight 
Show 
i 
The New 
High Rollers 
Wheel of 
Fortune 
America 
Alive 
Con't 
Con't 
Hollywood 
Squares 
~ays 
Our 
Lives 
The 
Doctors 
Flinstones 
Hourglass 
¢ont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
7 ~ Love Boat 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Duchess 
of 
Duke 
Street ll } Thrusday Night 
Movie 
'1 Never Sang 
for My Father' 
Melvyn Douglas 
• Gene Hackman 
The National 
Night Final . 
The Secret 
m a ,  ias Army 
~ ~ 145 
a j R k :00 Friendly Giant 
Ip r '°°* 
m N :45 Dressup 
s : 00 Sesame 
: 15 Street 
: 30 Con't 
ul s s :45 Con't 
2! 0 ' ° * -  of Jeannle Ryan's I 145 Hope 
CBC News 
Bob 
McLean 
Show 
S p.m, to midnight ~ 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
Emergency 
Emergency 
Gong 
Show 
News 
Hour 
News 
Hour 
'9  KCTS 
(PBS) 
"Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Co_mpany 
Zoom 
Zoom 
Over 
Easy 
MacNeil- 
Lehrer 
Wodehouse 
, I Playhouse 
The Waltons Opera 
'The Return' Theatre 
cont'd cont'd 
cont'd cont'd 
Here Comes cont'd 
the Future cont'd 
Soap comt'd 
cont'd ~ cont'd 
Baretta The Two 
'A Bite of Ronnles 
the Apple' : Cinema: B.C. 
cont'd i cont'd A 
CTV News Dick Cavett 
News Show 
Hour Turnabout 
Final ~The New 
The Late Show Reformation' 
'Quest for Love" 
Joan Collins 
Tom Bell 
10 a,m. to § p.m. 
Jean Cannem Tic Tac 
Show Dough 
Definition Love of 
Con'f Life.News 
Kareen's 
Yoga 
It's Your 
Move 
u 
Noon 
News 
Movie 
Matinee 
'Weekend Nun' 
Joanna Pettet 
VIc Morrow 
cont'd 
VYoung & 
the Restless 
Search for 
Tomorrow 
I 
Eyewitness 
News 
As 
the 
World 
Turns 
Guiding 
Light 
:00 Another Hollywood Another Con't 
: 15 World Squares World Con't 
:30 Con't Edge of Con't All In 
: 45 Con't Night Con't the Family 
ml~ :00 Movie High The Dlnahl 
: 15 'Dear Briglfle' Hopes Alan Lon't 
-1  :30 Brlgifle Bardot 30 from Hamel Con't 
V :45 James Stewart Winnipeg Show Con't' 
J :00 i BIIly Mumy - Howard Presents The Lucy ~ Sesame 
e l i  :15 I Glynis Johns - " 's Show I Street ' Hunler :30 IFablan "-Id Emergency I Con t 
- - i "  :45 LEd Wynn ~ Con't LCOn't 
n•n l l  lU l l l l l l l  IIIIII•IlIII•ilIIIIIB|BBB|||BBIUBBIIBBBBBBBBB|BBUB|UUBB 
i Skateboards. i 
| • : 
| "_, 
_= . . ,  , ; 
Al l  
. --.u/o ummi 
B, mlllmnllUiilamiinunuamllllmmlllllnlmllmu•mlnnlmmmmmmmnlmmmmmmmn~ 
6ordon and Anderson Ltd. 
Store Hours: 
II Z j rH i r J r l  Ii Tues.-Sat. 9a.m.-5.3Op.m.' ('HAI~(;~:X 
Friday 9a.m.-9p.m. V/SA 
OLOSED MONDAY 
